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Explanatory Notes 

1. 'l'hie gloooe.ry le the first of a series of NSA prescriptive 
cryptolog1c glosnartes. In its preparation, an effort hao been made 
to bring together·, for ready refere the terms most frequently 
encountered in current cryptologi rature • Many of these terms, 
although frequently encountered, defined only in various 
specialized; very limited, or n glossaries and manuals. In 
the process of compilation, .a e rt he.o been mde to eliminate 
obsolete·or obsolescent te o.rify or to complete tbose defini-
tions vhich seemed obscure or ete, and in certain cases, to make 
a choice among various t 1c erred to the same object, ~tbod, 
etc. Besides the limit i...tmp d by the selection of only the most 
common cryptologic terms, a~ ~ _r limitation has been imposed by the 
desire to keep the securit c auoification as low as possible in order 
to permit the vide oib isseminntion of the glosoary, and thus 
increase its use ~s Wo has begun on the preparation of an un-
abridged gloss ~whic the present glossary is to serve as a nucl~ · 
and in wbicb less erms and terms of higher classification are to 

the present glossary are arranged in strictly al-
be ~~uded. Q 
phabetical o r, &regarding word spaces and hyphens. Single vords 
and certain hyp ted words are followed directly by an abbreviation of 
the part of speech. Run-on entries, indicating a. part of speech different 
f'rom that of the moin entry are shovn simply by means of a series of 
daohes folloved by the abbreviation of the part of speech, and the appro· 
priate definition. Underlinir.g of terms in tlle text of the definitions in 
a fev cnscs 1ndicateo emphnn1u > but 1n moet caseo indicates that the term 
is defined eloevhere iu the glossary. Abbreviations. used tor parts of 
apeeeh, as vell 6.3 those uaed to indicate examples, cross-references, etc., 
are tbose listed in Webster's Nev International Dictionary, Second Edition • 
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BASIC CRYPTOLOGIC GI~SSARY 

A. Used as a symbol in various classification and evaluation systems, as 

follows: 1. In traffic analysis, to describe the validity of an 

identification or location as "confirmed" or "certain." 2. In inter-

cept operations as a suffix to a frequency to denote "average". 3. In 

D/F bearing observation c'lassification, to indicate that all bearings 

are within an arc of 4 degrees. 4 ~ In D/F fix evaluation, to indi-

sage from the addressee informing the 

as been received and is understood. 

•~'Y' or i~dividual to whom a message is directed 

ction (in contr~t to .information addressee) • 

is added to a numerical cipher, code 

group, or plain text • 

additive book. A book comprising a group of additive tables. 

additive position. The location within a long key of a particular additive 

(e.g., the .page and line and column on that page where a specific 

additive appears). 

additive system. A cryptosystem ip which encipherment is accomplished through 

the application of additives. 

additive table. A tabular arrangement of additives. 
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address, n. External or internal. indication of message destination • 
... ·~ 

addressee, n. The office,, headquarters, activit7, or individual to whom a 

message is directed b7 the originator. 

address group. A group of' lettera or numbers or both, assigned to represeD'b 

one or more commands, authorities, activities, or units. 

ADFGVX system. A German high-cODIIIBncl cipher SJStem used in World War I. 

Essentially, a biliteral substitution SJBtem emplo)'iDg a 6 x 6 square, 

\-

......... 

agency of signal communication. 

• 1;'1 

allocation, n. The assignment or di frequencies 1 

code names , etc • , f call signa to radio statiou 

in a net). 

~ alternate group. 

Columnar- traosposition in which the 

route followed is 
I 

ana.gram, n. Plain l~e constructed from a transposition cipher b7 . 

restorins the letters of the cipher text to their original order.---

v .t. To cryptanalyze a tra.Daposition cipher in whole or in part b7 com-

billing one series of characters with another series from the same •a

sage to produce plain text, plaincode 1 or intermediate cipher text. 

analogue, n. A machine which produces the same CrJPtograph7 as another machine 

although the two machines may VB.l7. 

aperiodic s;yatem. A cryptographic system in which the method of ke)'ing resuJ t:' 

in the suppression of patent cyclical phenomena in the cryptographic 

text. 
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apparent period. The period usually ascertained first as a result of the. 

study of the intervals between repetitions. This may be a secondary 

period, and may or may not be broken down into component primary 

periods. Cf. basic ;period • 

. apparent setting. In a cipher machine 1 the alignment of the rotors as rep

resented by the particular letter on each which is aligned with the 

bench mark. 

arbitrary group. 

artificial word'. A group having no real meaning, constructed by 

appearance a 

reply, 

f vowels and consonants so as to give the 

bility of a bona fide word. 

ity measure, usually involving a challenge and 

protect a communication syatem against fraudulent 

authentication element. A group of letters or numbers selected from a pre

arranged table serving as a test element in authentication procedure. 

authenticator, n. A symbol or group of symbols selected in a prearranged 

manner and usually inserted at a predetermined point within a trans-

mission for the purpose of at·testing to the authenticity of' the message 

or transmission. 

autoencipberment, n. ·Encipberment by means of an autokey system, q.v. 

3 
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autokey system. An aperiodic subs.titution s-ystem in which the key, follow

ing· the application of a previously arranged initial key, is generated 

from elements of the plain o~ cipher text of the message. 

auxiliary code • See suEPlementary code • 

auxiliary table. In certain code books which have two meanings ~ssigned to 

one group, that portion of the code Which includes the seco~d, or sub

sidiary, meaning only, the employment of which is normally indicated by-_ 

the frequency.) 

' axis of signal communications. 

o of the command post of a unit 

route along which messages are rela,ed 

B. Used as a symbol 

follows : 1. 

fication or location as "highly probable'' • 2. In D/F bearing obserYa.- . 

tion classification, to indicate that all bearings ar~ within an arc of 

10 degrees. 3. In D/F fix evaluation, to indicate a 9fY1, p:t>obability 

that the true position of a given tran.smitter is within 50 miles of the 

fix. 

Baeonian cipher. A cipher system invented by Sir Francis Bacon (1561-1626). 

It is basically a ~noalphabetic substitution system in which single 

plaintext letters are represented by five-letter cipher equivalents 

formed by pen~~tations of two letters taken five at a time. 
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~~ n. L A true code group or other substituted group or unit after 

the :true key has been removed. 2. A value arbitrarily assigned to 

code groups when the true digits are not yet determined, such that the 

assigned value differs from the true by an amount which is constant for 

each group. 

base letter. The character of the plain component against which the key 

element or the cipher component is juxtaposed. 

base number. (Met.) A number, usually consisting of three digits, identifyidl 

a meteorological observation cen r , nd almost always transmitted as 

_rt. Also called station indi· 

cator or IMC number. 

basic book. The code book o 

basic call sign. A consta 

station and used 

ch is assigned to a particular radio 

that station. 

re encipherment,·or resulting from the reduction 

groups to a CODDDOn base. by the removal Of key • 

basic period. ~ , hidden or latent, which constitutes a basic element 

or a cryptographic system and which may act or be acted upon to produce 

a DD1Ch longer external or apparent period. Cf. apparent period. 

basket, n. A removable component of a cipher machine, made up or separators 

and endplates, in which rotors revolve. 

baud, n. A mark. or space impulse in the international (Baudot) teleprinter -
code. 

Baudot alphabet. The 32-element alphabet employed in the Baudot code • 

. •,· .... 



Baudot code. A five unit code applied to teleprinter systems by Jean 

Maurice Emile Baudot (1845-1903). It employs a 32-element alphabet 

• composed of permutations of two elements taken five at a time. Also 

called the international teleprinter code. 

!!_. Broadcast 1 q. v. 

bearing. In direction finding, the angle in degrees (reading clockwise} 

between true north and the line from the observer to the target. 

Beaufort system. A polyalphabetic substitution system employing a key word 

groups 

Berne list. 

m the syllabary. 

signs allocated to member 

ional Telecommunications Union 

biliteral, adj. Ot or pertaining only to cryptosyatems 1 cipher alphabets~ 

and frequency distributions which involve cipher units of' two letters 

or characters. See the more inclusive term digraphic; see also biliteral 

frequency distribution. 

biliteral alphabet. A cipher alphabet involving a cipher component composed 

of two-character units. 

biliteral frequency distribution. A frequency distribution of pairs formed· 

by combining successive letters or characters. Thus 1 a biliteral distri-

bution of .AroDEF would list the following pairs: AB, 00 1 CD, DE, EF. Ct. 

digrafbic :f'regue~stribution. 
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binary add;l. tion. Addition according to the mdulus two. 

bina;ry counter. A device which counts to the base two • 

binary net. A net consisting o~ two stations communicating with each other 

on the same frequency. 

bipar~i~e alphabe~. A biliteral alphabet in which the cipher units may be 

divided into two separate parts whose functions are clearly defined, 

viz., row indicators and column indicators of a matrix. 

bipartite system. A substitution system iuvolving the use of a bipartite 

alphabet • 

bisection, n. It 

blank, n. 1. A cipher symbol to which no plain meaning bas as 

• Any symbol that does not appear in the cipher 

es not appear in a frequency distribution. 3 • A 

in a matrix. 

blank expectation test. See lambda test • 

blind, adJ. As applied to transmission, carried on without expectation of 

a reply. ---adv. blindly 

blind sending. Transmission to a station without the knowledge that the 

transmission i9 being received by the station addressed. 

block, n. 1. A matriltJ a square, rectangle~ or other geometrical design 

containing letters, figures, or other sl'I!Jbols • 2. A series of code groups 

and their plaintext values grouped e.ecord.lng to alphabetical or numerical 

order to form a s-eetl'On of a bloek.e! eod:e • 

,, lJONFIDENTIA~ 
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blocked code • A form of modified one-~ code in whiC?h the code groups 

and their corresponding plaintext values are arr~nged in alphabetical 

or numerical order within bl~cka. tt differs from a normal one-part 

code in that the blocks are not in alphabetical or numerical order with 

relation to one another. 

Boehme equipment. 1. Transmitting: Used for sending International Morse 

Code characters by passing Wheatstone tape through a keying head. 

text values 

book-breakers 1 index. A type of I,SA.,"''Ioii.LI 

replaced by its plainte~t valu 

in control position or o 

book-breaking, n. Codeboo 

in which the code group is 

..&:IJIBWn, whether the code group is 

The cryptanalytic recovery of 

book cipher. A ciph tilizing any agreed upon book, in which the 

cipher identifies a ~-·-· element present in the book. 

book message. A message destined for two or more addressees, the content 

of which requires no coordination e.mong addressees • Each addressee 

must be indicated as action or information. 

break, n. ], • A ~use between the heading l;lnd body of' a me~sa6e, between 

the body and signature, or elsewhere in the message • 2. An interrup

tion in the transmission of a message by electrical meags. 3. In solu

tion, the initial entry into a syetem or element thereof. 
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brevity code. A code wh:lch ha.s as its sole purpose the shorteni.ng of mes

sages rather than the concealment of content. Also c~JJed conclensation 

code. 

broadcast, n. A trans miss ion :l.ntended for general reception· rather than 

directed to a particular n.ddressee. 

broadcast method. The method of tF.ansm:l.tting a message by which the stations 

called do not answer the call, and do not receipt for the message or 

otherwise ·transmit in connection with its reception. The prosign "F~' 

in the preamble or a message sent by this 

brute force method. An analyt ine method of comparing encrypted mea-

sages with each other o discovery of coincidences wh:lch may 

aid in the proper messages for overlapping. The re-

brute force run. of the data obtained by the brute force method. 

m. - element·or the heading and the first element 

or the the text from the other parts of the 
---

message. 

burr, v.t. To place elements of a message, (e.g., call signs, addresses, sig

natures 1 etc • ) , in other than their usual place • To hide or conceal in 

the text of a mea sase • 

'buat message. A message conta:t.lling an error in enc1pherment which jeopardizes 

the cr:yptosrapb1c securit;r of the message, ana. thus 1s potentially 

valuable to the crn»tai1L\l71Jt • ,, 

9 
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C. Used as a. symbol in various classification and evaluation systems 1 as 

follows: 1. In traffic analysis, to describe the validity of an identi

f:l.cation or location as "probable." 2. In intercept operations as a 

suffix to a frequency to denote "confirmed." 3. In D/F bearing observa

tion classification, ·t;o indicate that all bearings a.re within an arc 

of 20 degrees. 4. In D/F fix evaluation, to indicate a 9(Yfo probability 

that the true position of a given transmitter is within 100 miles of 

the r:~x. 

cLA. Cryptal.!':!P-is, q .v. 

C,aesar 's cipher. An ancient 

of it in the normal alphabetJ 

call sign. A group of letters 

the identification for a 

generation. 

Julius Caesar. 

a combination of both, used as 

(or stations) 1 when 

a call si~n_or call signs; as callsign 

.d by a radio station to establish contact'with 

another and to prepare for the transmission of traffic; also the part of 

a transmission containing such signals. 

call word. (:Radiotelephony.) A bona fide word used in rlace of e. call sign. 

caption code. A code in which the phrases ~e listed under separate headings 

based upon the principal word or idea in the entire phrase. 

case number. An arbitrary notation assigned by a cornLmunication intelligence 

agency to designate a target, link, group, net, etc., as identified by 

that agency. 

10 
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oausal,re~etition. A repetition produced bY the encipherment ot identical 

plaintext letters 'bt identical keying elements. C:f'. ~~i~eJ;~ta~ _r~P.31i_itio~. 

¢tlt, n. An illcHvid.uai smit equa.re on cross-section paper, sr:i.U.eei, etc. 

-~hadd.eci te.~ • Perforated. teleprinter tape; also known as 1
' tu.11y-cliadded tape • n 

ct. cbadlese tape. 
r:=F:7t:7::: -

$~ess _t~.p~ . Pertiaily-per:toz:a.teCi teleprinter tape 1 overpr:i.ntea. Cr. 

chadded. ta·- - • --- --· . ~w 

laW'. 

structure; structure ot administrative radio 

nets. 

~h~~~-~l)o~ :l.~~:J.~~~or. An enciphered indicator in a collective 'Weather 

broadcast to show that the reported observations which follow were made 

at a ditterent hour trom those preceding it. 

c~E!-.:tW ii:J,d.ica:t~r. An enciphered indicator inserted in a collective 

weather broadcast to make ciear that the reported observations which 

toll.ow are not of the same type as those which prececied it. 

chang1!1g c~ll sign. An assigned call sign which is changed periodically acc~rd

iiJ$ to a prearranged system. 

ll 
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Q\w.PD.~l~. 1,. Al?~n~ of frequencies. ?:· ~ Wl~'t ()r tn~P.~~v~~i9n f?r !! l!~e 
,_ -!it-9 "~ ...... 

3 • Qne gf the groqve~ on a st~tp-\lQ!M?a, ~ntq wl;l~QJ.l ~l;~>).l§b~rt !'tfii:Pi mf@ 

:J,.p,serted. 

c.b~nne+ 'b~§.J'Q.~ A b~s~ mag.~ ~f ~~+~ 'fl-al>.~:~,"! pl~~rt;1g, Q~ ft!m!lH ~t@f!!I:D.l: ... ·'-~~. ---.~--

QQ:qtaini~ a, s~r;tes of ~l\~~~~1~ 11!:\19 lf:Q:f,Qb, f!:J,~l!~bt:rt §~;P.l~g mJ!f 1J@ !I:B= 

~;Jenet\ ~nQ. sl,id ~ 

C.~Q.'ri'\Q1;~r:J.~t:l,g 1 ~. 1. A:o;y dis1fin&UisM.~ ;f~a.-t.~~ .. 2! A ~~~~!':t'f' Qf @! t@fiYAi: 
~- • , P C C. J .. 4 L - • ..-

cp~~ • See qhatter. 

c.'h~tt~;r;'. AJ;l.y: tran~mission pet.ween o 
O("'F"F.f t ' ~f • 

t~~~ ~n actual ~as~e. 

~J! .. cl~~~zyt~,~~, 
tr~J.~~:t~@ ;tc;>~ of ~~ e~9·'1Cv'n"P..'III .. 

info~tion in a .se~o 

:r . m-ll-~ 1>.r ~g_rn~!~~~ F-'i~' tg 

~~ tll~t p:r,op,~;r. ~f-Y'Pt~§!!i\ta. b~V@ b@@P-. ~ .. ~- ,. -
-t ij ~f ~ m~~~~~~ WA~ ~~~F@f~f ~§S~m~i~§h@i! 

wh:t.qh_, by giving th~ :f,~dig~tQr ~~ gtb@p 

,pjl~g~. ~.F:';bOl ~ A single ehara{!te:r acting a~ a che~lt. ~f! ~ g~~gk_ ~~J.~ 

chif}stic 1 ~dj , In general, arranged or shaped in the f'o~ of t}l~ Qp@~Jt ;J,e"t'1;~~ 
w as=;; 

el)~ (X,). ;r.l\ ;l,ta c;rn>tolo~tq e.~:U,gAt:J.QP 1 ll@rt~;f.QiP-3 t9 !U!~ t~~n§~Slt~gg 

~y~t~m i~~i.V~~ ~~ in~erphang~ ~f ~~~~@pts a~g9~~~~~ tQ ~n X~~~~~~~ 

!t.,.~~. Bj\t~! t>J.~. ~~·'19}7. A. ~th~ID4tt~a1 t~\ll.:@ ~ist;tn~ t-h@ Jlr0~~9t;t'-ti@~ tl-g 

Q~~¥-rr@~~~ PY ~hi}~Q~ Q~ ~ ~~~-~q~~~ v~l~@ hi§q~p ~h~~ ~ft@@~ g)~@~@~ ~~ 

~ ~iv~~ c.~~~; an ~~Junct to th~ ~~~~~~~a~~ ~~~~~ 
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phi-square (XJ test. A mathematical means for determining the relative 

chi 

t 

likelihood that two distributions derive from the same source. For 

example, the test can be used to aid in the determination of whether 

a distribution is more li~ely to be random or not; in this usage, the 

observed distribution is compared with a theoretical distribution 

representing that which is expected for random. The end result of 

the test is a value representing the discrepancy between the two distri-

cipher texts either 

whether the u 

interpreted through 

cal cipher alphabets, or to determine 

er alphabets are related. Also called the 

The process of converting a plane image 

gible image or series of electrical impulses and of 

---adj. Using or pertaining to cifax. 

CI message • Any message giving cryptologic instruetion or information. 

cipher, n. 1. A cipher system. 2. A cryptogram produced by means of a cipher 

system.---adJ. Pertaining to that ·which enciphers or is enciphe~ed. See 

also ciphertext. 

cipher alphabet. An ordered arrangement of the letters (or other conven

tional signs, or both) of a 'Written ~anguage and of the characters which 

~place them in a cryptographic process of substitution. 

13 
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~ cipher c;Lerk. A -clerk who enciphers and deciphers messages. 

cipher component. The sequence of a cipher alphabet containing the symbols 

which replace the plain symbols in the process of substitution. 

cipher device. A nonmechanical and nonelectrical apparatus used for en-
, 

ciphering and deciphering. 

cipher disk. A cipher device consisting of two or more concentric disks, 

each bearing on its periphery one component of a cipher alphabet. 

to textual units 

Cf. code system. 

set forth 

applied 

11-y monographic or digraph16 

cipher. text. The text of a ._ ... 'V"'T!r:nn· ..... , .... which has been produced by means of. 

a cipher system. 

ciphertext, adj. Of ng to the encrypted text pro~uced by a cipher 

which comprise such text; as the ciphertext 

distribution. Often shortened to cipher. 

ciphonr, n. Enciphered telephony. The process of converting vocal coDIDIWli

cations into unintelligibility and of reconverting them into intelligi

bility through cryptographic treatment. ---adj. Using or pertaining 

to ciphony. 

circuit, n. Generally speaking, a communications path between two or more 

points. Cf. channel, link, lane. --
circular message. See book message. 

14 
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citrol, n. The process of converting control and telemetering signals, such 

as those used in'missile guidance, into unintelligibility and reco~erting 

them into intell:lgibility through cryptogra-phic treatment. ---sdj • Using 

or pertaining to citrol. 

civision, n. Enciphered television. A system of converting television signals 

into unintelligible signals and vice versa, in accordance with certain 

predetermined procedures. ---adj. Using or pertaining to civision. 

clandestine traffic. 1. Traffic transmitted without the authority of the 

2. Una.uth-

classification, n. The s 

se·curity classification of a 

message. 

~ security classification. 2. In the early stages 

before code groups are identified as to specific 

or sets of groups, based upon their distinctive behavior in the messages; 

for example, into those groups representing numbers, spelling groups, 

punctuation, nulls, or indicators • 

clear • See plain. 

clear text. Plain text I q. v ~ 

~~ n. 1. A code system. 2. A code book. ---adJ. Pertaining to that which 

encodes or is encoded. 

15 
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code book. A book or document used in a code system, ~rranged in syste• 

ma.tic form, containing units of plain text of varying length (letters; 

syllables, words, phrases, or sentences) each accompanied by one or 

more arbitrary grOu.pe of symbols used as equivalents in messages. 

eodebook reconstruction. Book-breaking, q:.v. 

codebook recovery. See book-breaking. 

code chart. A chart in the form of a matrix containing letters, syllables,· 

code clerk. 

a signal derived from plain 

to its 

code group. or a combination of both, assigned 

:t a piain~xt element. 

habetical listing of placode groups with pre-

~ode tnessage • A cryptogram produced by encodement. 

code system. A cryptosystem in which arbitrary groups of symbols represent 

. plaintext units of irregular length, usually syllables, whole words, 

. pbrases and sentences • 

-code table • A short code in tabular form. 

code text. The text of a cryptogram which bas been produced b;y means of a 

code system. 

16 
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code word. 1. A word which conveys an agreed upon meaning rather tHan 

its conventional meaning. 2. A cover name • 

codress, n. A type of message in which the entire address is contained 

only in the encrypted text. 

codress procedure. A procedure in which the fUll address (including the 

originator, the action addressee, and information addressee, if pre

sent) is buried and encrypted within the text. 

coincidence test • The kappa test • A statistical test applied to two 

information 

intercepted communications. 

observations 

made in that icular (synoptic) hour. 

call sign u~ed for calling two or more 

co-locate, or other means that two trans-

mitters, stations, or units are at the same place. 

column, n. A vertical sequence of letters or numbers or groups thereof. 

columnar transposition. A method of transposition in which the ciphertext 

equivalent of a message is obtained by transcribing the columns of a 

matrix into which the message was inscribed earlier according to some 

scheme other than thi'S vertical one. 

column coordinate. A symbol normally at the top of a matrix or crypto

graphic table, identifying a specific column of cells, used in con

junction with a row coordinate to specify an individual cell in the 

matrix or table. Also called column indicator. 

·.,•,. 



column des igna.tor. See column coordinate • 

column indicator. See column coordinate • 

~~ n. A matrix with an irregular marginal blank pattern caused by 

variations in the length of the rows. 

combined, adj. Between two or more forces or agencies of two or more 

Allies. (When a.ll allies or Services are not involved, the partici

pating nations and Services shall be identified: e.g., Combined NATO 

Navies.) 

COMINT. Communication intelligence, q.v. 

communication. center. 

normally includes a distributio 

center, and transmitting and re 

communication concealment. 

or method of co'.IW.ll~rt.: 

communication intelli 

from the study of 

cilities. Abbreviated as 

of hiding from the enemy the f'a.ct 

communication intelligence analysis. Methods of deriving information from 

the communicatiolls of others • This term includes the interception of 

messages, location of transmitters, the solution of codes and ciphers, 

etc. 

communication securitl· The protection resulting from all measures designed 

to deny to unauthorized persons information of value which might be 

derived from communications. Cryptosecurity, transm.tssion security, 

and physical security are the components of communication secur:tty. 

Abbreviated as COMSEC. 
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rcOJ!ltm!1't~ti v~, adj • As e.ppH.ed. te> ·cipher matrices, so constructed as to 

permit coordinates to be read in either row-column or column-row 

order without cryptographic ambiguity. 

·c9mp~~me!l_t, n. The d.if'ferenee between any integer and 10. 

•Co!§l~X __ :re~'~Viy. The •:YBtem of radio frequena,- usage wherein two or D)re 
. 

atatiotm are assigned receiving f'reguenc-ies; thus, a station when aena. ... 

:tng to another station will use the fregueliCy a.ss1gned to the receiving . · ,, · 

station. 

•complex ·~~n(l~ng • The 

stations 

uses its assigned frequen 

ey to its outstations, the outstations 

o- station on other frequencies. 

(plain and cipher) which compose 

list of the most common code groups in all available 

language 1 arranged. in decoding order and including 

plaintext values and frequencies where known. Its principal function 

is to serve as an aid in code identification. 

COJIIp()_sit~. differeno~ ~ook. A numerical listing of the minor differences 

between the most frequent code groups in all known codes in a given 

language • It is used to determine whether the plain code underlying 

an additive system is a known code • 

.c;o~pfiq~s~, n. The loss ot security of a classified document,. information,·· 

or material, which results from an unauthorized person or persons having 

knowledge thereof. 

. .... ,.,. . ~ 



COMSl!X:. Communi(!ation security, q .v. 

concealment. s~t~m. A method of secret communication eo (l.esigned as to 

convey a seqret message without ita p~eaence being e~pected by others 

than the adqressee. In its most usual form, the plai~text elements 

are conceal~d by combining them with extraneous pla.i~~ext elements in 

such a way that the end resu,lt is an intelligible and apparently 

innocent message. Cf. open code. 

condensatiun code. 

of messages re.ther than the 

into 

smaller groups composed of 

confirmed ~e_guency. is known to operate • 

Confi~t~on is promise or by oontinue4 1nterq~pt. 

a series of ~hanges. In crypt-
I 

continuitz, n. Id~nt 

analytic procedure, ,,~111111~1ntenance of continuity :lnvolveEJ keep1Q.S , 

current a syatemtic record of changes in such variable elements as 

'indi~~tors, keys, ~onversion squares, d~scriminants, etc., on a given 

cryptocha.nnel. Jn traffic analysis, the maintenance of continuity 

involves the tracing of changes in call signa, freq~encies, schedules, 

or other variable elements assigned to a given radio atatiori, link 

or net. 
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contro~, n. 1. A combination of letters or digits which determines the 

source of the keys by which the d:l.scriminant, :l.ndicator,e.ddress, or 

signature groups have been enciphered; because it depends upon some 

element of the message text, the control varies from message to 

message. 2. net control station, q.v. 

control sta.tion. See net control stati~m. 

control traffic. Dummy traffic tra.nsmitted for the purpose of misleading 

hide 

at 

conversion square. in certain numerical cryptosystems 

to provide arbitrary valents for the various key-plain 

combinations. 

square, in w 

row. 

y a lOxlO Vigen~re,non-Vigen~re, or Latin 

"""'"''"''!S contains all of the ten digits arranged in 

there is-never a repeated digit within a single 

edition of a code prepared by applying some form of 

encipherment to each of the individual code groups of the original 

codebook. 

coordinate, n. See row coordinate and column coordinate. 

copy, n. A written record of an int~rcepted radio transmission. Cf. re

cording and transcription (2l -~-v.t. To prepare a written record 

of a radio transmisoion. 

correction factor. The constant relation between a group of code or of key 

in relative form and a code or key in :r.ts original or primary form. 
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cover, n. 1. The provision for intercepting radio ·signals, especially 

those ot a. particular link, group·, etc. 2. The concealment of un ... 

desirable traffic patterns, characteristics, address combinations, 

etc., as a communication security measure. 

coverage, n. The degree to which intercept cover is applied or achieved. 

coverage study'. A study of the extent and nature of communications inter

cepted in order to ensure adequate interception. 

text. 

crest, n. 

quency in a frequency distribu 

crib, n. -
2. Keys known or ass 

ext or keys -~nto ~he proper position 

in an encrypted 

u:....-::ryptanalytic attack in which a crib is ass~d 

successively in every position throughout the text of a message. 

cross cribbing. A process ~Y which plain text· from a message encrypted 

in one system is assumed to be present in a message encrypted in 

another syst~m. 

cross -product text. See chi test. 
< 

crown, n. In transposition solution, that part of a hat diagram containing 

teXtual·units not definitely located as to column. 
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crypt-, crypto-. In general, a combining form meaning "hidden",, covered", 

or "secret" • Used as a prefix in compound words, crypt-, c~o-, 

pertains to c!YPtologic, cryptographic, or cryptanalytic, depending 

upon the use of the particular word as defined. 

cryptanalysis, n. The steps and_operations performed in applying the prin-

ciples of cryptanalytics. 

cryptanalyst, n. A person versed in the art of cryptanalysis. 

cryptanalyze, v. t. To 

employed in the encryption 

personnel assigned to encrypting and 

cryp-tocenter, shment maintained for the encrypting and de-

crypti 

system of crypto-communication between two or 

more holders. 

crypto-communication. Any communication that has been encrypted. 

cryptodate, n. The date which determines the specific key to be employed. 

cryptodevice, n. Any device employed in the encryption or decryption of a 

message. 

cryptogram, n. A communication in visible writing which conveys _no intel

ligible meaning in any known language, or which conveys some meaning 

other than the real meaning. 
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cryptographer, n. One who encrypts or decrypts messages or has a part 

in making a cryptographic system. 

cryptographic, adJ • Of, pertaining to, or concerned with cryptography. 

cqytographic ambiguity. Uncertainty as to the method of decryption or as 

to the meaning intended after decryption; created by a fault in the 

structure of a cryptosystem. 

cryptographic arithmetic. The method of modular arithmetic used in crypto

graphic procedures which involves no 

function is 

cryptographic 

cryptographic system. See ~~--~~"--"~ 

cryptographic e text of a cryptogram • 

. tology whiqh treats of the means, methoc!s, 

or transforming plaintext messages into 

onverting the cryptograms into their original · 

plaintext 'form by a simple reversal of the steps used in their tran8-

cryptography, 

and apparatus f 

formation. 

cryptolinguistics, n. The study of those characteristics of languages 

which have some particular application in cryptology, (e.g., frequenct 

data., word patterns, unusual or impossible letter combinations, etc • ) • 

cryptologic, adJ. Of, pertaining to, or concerned '\lith cryptology. 

EONFiflENTIAL 



cryptology, n. That branch of knowledge which treats of hidden, disguised, 

or encrypted connnun:lcat1.ons. It embraces all the means and methods 

of produc:lng communication intelligence and maintaining connnu.nication 

security; for exa.mple, cryptology includes cryptogra.phy, cryptanal;rtics; 

traffic analysis, intercept, specialized linguistic processing, secret 

inks, etc. 

crzytomannerism, n. A habit of a message writer or cryptographer which re-

sults in a stereotype. 

~~ter1a1, n. All documents,~ and .... hines emplo:ted in encrypt

ing and decrypting messa.g~s. ~ 
cryptomathema.tician, n. One v s cryptomathema.tics. 

cr;yptomathema.tics, n. Tho orti mathematics and those mathematical 

e 

methods which have ~ applications. 

system. 

s using the same cryptosystems for inter-

In cryptography,instructions describing the 

oyed in the operation of a general cryptographic 

eludes a description of the general cryptographic 

system as well as the method of application of specific keys• 

cryptoperiod, n. The specific length of time throughout which there is no 

change in cryptographic procedure (keys, codes, etc • ) • 

cryptosecurity, n. That component of communication security which results 

from the provision of' technically sound cryptographic systems and from 

their proper- use • 
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cryptoszstem1 n. The o.ssociated items of cryptomater.ial and the methods 

and rules by which these items are us~d as a unit to provide a single 

means of encrypt :ton and decryption. A cryptosystem embrace11 the 

~eneral cryptosystem and the specific keys essential to the employ

ment of the general cryptosystem. 

cryptotext, n. See encrypted text. 

C/S. Call sign. 

custodian, n. 

sible 

or other classified matter which 

accounting procedures. 

cut. 1. The position of a point o to the beginning of 

the text of an encrypted e on the cut and off the cut • 

2. The point of inter 

cut-in. f which was not intercepted. 

cut numbers • tted in lwlorse according to a. scheme of 

•'"'II!E•.JP- dashes except one are omitted. Thus the 

numbers 1 to~ are represented by A, u, V, '"'' 51 6, B, D, N, and T, 

respectively. 2. Any system of abbreviated Morse numbers 1 as letter-

for-number substitution. 

cycle, n. Any series which recurs or is expected to recur in the same order. 

See period. 

cycle 1.nterrupter. An element within the message vhich signifies the 

point at vhich, and also possibly the extent to which, cycle inter-

ruption occurs. 
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cycle interruption. A cryptographic procedure applied in the operation of 

some cipher systems whereby the normal cyclic progression is modified. 

cyclic, adJ. Periodic; continuing or repeating so that the first term of a 

series follows the last; characterized by a ring or closed-chain formation. 

cyclic permutation. Any rearrangement of a sequence of elements which 

rearrangement merely involves shifting all the elements a common distance 

to the right or left ~f their initial positions ~n the sequence, the 

relative order remaining undisturbed; such a rearrangement requires that 

cyclic phenomena. Period! 

a repeating key. 

cyclometric1 adJ. 

D. Used as a soUl~"'-.... 

in a system which uses 

classification, to indicate that one or more bearings are outside an 

arc of 20 degrees. 3. In D/F fix evaluation, to indicate a 9(1/o proba-

bility that the truP- position of a given transmitter is within 200 miles 

of the fix. 

~~ n. A dash in Morse code. 

daily keying element. That part. of the specific key that changes at pre

'determined intervals, usually daily. 
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date break. The da:te on which r:t. change in cryptogra.ph;lc procedure, keys 1 

code 1 etc • takes place • 

date period. The inclusive dates during which a. certain cryptosystem or 

procedure is in effect. 

date rota. A system in which a lind ted number of elements, such as call 

signa or frequencies, is repea.t~d in a regular pattern, &A on certain 

dates of each month. 

pair representing the day of the 

the day, and the final pa:f.r th · 

decimated alphabet. q. v. 

decimation, n. The electing members of a series by counting 

off at a chosen the original series being treated as cyclic; 

or the result of the foregoing process. 

decimation-mixed sequenc_£. A mixed sequence produced by decimation, q .v. 

decipher, v.t. To convert en enciphered message into its equivalent plain 

text by a reversal of the cryptographic process used in the encipherment. 

(This does not include solution by cryptanalysis.) 

deciphering alphabet • A cipher alphabet in which the sequence of symbols 

in the cipher·component is arranged in normal order for convenience 

in decipherment. 
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decipherm~nt, n. 1. The process of deciphering. 2. The plain text of a 

deciphered cryptogram. 3. In an enciphered code system, the code text 

resulting from the removal of the enc 1pherment. 

decode, n. 1. That section of a code book in which the code groups are in --
alpllabetical, numerical, or other systematic order. 2. The decoded, 

but not translated·, version of a. code message. ---v.t. To convert an 

encoded message into its plain text by means of a_ code book. (This 

decod~~nt, n. 1. The 

la·ted, vera ion of a a 

an unintellig 

does no 

(when 

2. The decoded, but not trans-

message • ---v. t. To transform 

communication into an intelligible one by 

ographic process used in encryptment. (This 

decqptment 1 n. 1. The act of decrypting • 2. The text produced by decryption. 

deferred message. A message bearing the precedence prosign ! 1 q.v. 

degarble, v. t. To make emendations in a garbled text. 

depth, n. 1. The condition :which results when two or more sequences of 

encrypted text have been correctly superimposed with reference to the 
I 

key:l.ng thereof. Sequences so superimposed are said to be in da11th. 

2. The number ot such superimposed sequences 1 as a depth of three • 

' derived cipher alphabet. An alphabet produced by the interaction ot two 

primary components} a secondary alphabet. 
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derived numerical key. A key produced b;y nnnitf.ning numerical values to ~ 

selected literal key. 

PI!. Direction findins, q. v., or direction finder. 

DFS. Double frequency-shift, q .v. 

,!1-iagnos!,!, n. In cryptanalysis, a systematic examination, of' cryptograms 

with a view to discovering the general ~ystem ;lnderlying these crypto-

grams. 

difference, n. The result of subtracting one eleJnent (a group, a letter, 

difference book. 

digraph, n. A pair of letters •. 

tion. 

combination of two characters. 

frequency distribution of successive 

A digraphic distribution of ABCDEF 

Cf. biliteral freguency· distribu-

digraphic idiomorph. A plaintext or cipher sequence which contains or 

shows a pattern in its construction as regards the number and position 

of repeated digraphs. 

digraphic substitution. Encipherment by substituti?n methods in which the 

plaintext units are pairs of character• and their cipher equivalents 

usually consist of two characters. 

dinome, n. A pair of digits. 
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· cUrected net. A net in which no station except the net control station 

can communicate with auy other station, except for the! transmission of 
. ' 

urgent messages, without first obtaining the permission of the net 

control station. 
. ,·. 

direction finding. Radiogoniometry. The process of locating a radio trans

mitter by employing special receiving equipment including directional 

antennas which can determine the direction from which a signal emanates. 

Abbreviated "D/F ." 

and cipher components 

direct symmetry. A prope 

cUscrimi 

latent symmetry of a cipber square 

cryptosystem 

Also called system indicator • 

. .Aistribution, n. See f're9U:ency distribution. 

~~ n. 1. A dot in the Morse code. 2. A mark, usually a period or comma1 

used to denote a mis~ing symbol. ---v .t. To de_note missing sJIDil>ols 

with dits. 

dou'J:)le-cbannel operation. Simultaneous transmission of 4ifferent traffic on 

two frequencies by a single station. Cf. dual operation. 
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double frequency-shift. A system of transmission wher~by ~Wo differen:t 

signals are combined into a single transmission signal by employing 

four frequencies one kilocycle (or less) apart. Abbreviated DFB. 

double hit. The occurrence in two different messages of the same pair 

of cipher letters or groups, the intervals separating the members ot 

each pair being identical. 

double position. Two terminals mounted together and manned by one operator .. ;.-. 
i 

double station call. A call-up wherein both the sending station's call 

double transposition. A cr;yptosys 

primary transposition ar e to a secoDd transposition. 

~•I!IMw classification of a classified docu-. 

drafter,· n. A pers ly composes the message tor release by the 

drum, n. 1. In a Hagelin machine, a cage of bars each of which curies a - . 

lug or lugs • 2. An e;Lectrical commutator or switc~ing device. 

DTG. Date-time gro~p, g .v. 

dual oper~tion. Simultaneous transmission of identical tratfic on two fre

quencies by a. single stBtion.Cf. double.-cbannel operation. 

~~ n. A cryptogram which cannot be decrnrted promptly because of a faulty 

indicator or discriminant. 

dummy group •. A group of nulls • 

dummy letter. A ~~ g. v. 
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dummy message. A message sent for some purpose other than its content. 

dummy traffic • A serj es of dummy messages . 

duplex, adj. Applied to a link on vhich simultaneous transmission of two 

messages in opposite directions is possible. 

duplex operation. Simultaneous transmitting and receiving of messages in 

both directions between two stations • Each station uses two operators, 

one transmitter, and one receiver •. (Two different frequencies must be 

employed.) 

E. A symbol used in 

effective setting. 

element of key. 

EHF. 

e, the particular position on each rotor 

y contributing to the production of an 

q.v. 

emission analysis. The processes employed in radiofingerprintlng. 

encicode, n. A portmanteau vord for enciphered code. . 

encipher, v.t. To convert a plaintext message into unintelligible language by 

means of a cipher system. 

enciphered code. A cryptographic system in which a cipher system is applied 

to encoded text. 

enciphered-code message. A cryptogram produced by enciphering encoded text. 

enciphered facsimile. See cifax. 

enciphered speech. See ciphony. 

enciphering alphabet. A cipher alphabet in which the sequence of letters in the 

plain .eomproNPJ~n.t; couvenience in encipherment. 



enciRhering table. A table so constructed as to facilitate encipher.ment. 

encipherment, n. 1. The process of enciphering. 2. Text . which has been 

enciphered. 

encipher sequenc~. A sequence of numbers giving the order of the plain 

text letters as they occur in a transposition cryptogram. Noted as 

"P .- C sequence" 1 which is read as "P to C sequence" • 

encode, n. That section of a code book in which the plaintext equivalents 

encodement, n. 1. The 

system. 

encrypt, v .t. 

by means 

encrypted message. 

encrypted text. The 

a plaintext message. 

into unintelligible language 

encryption 1 n. 1. The act of encrypting. 2 • Encrypted text. 

encryptment, n. 1. Encryption, q. v. 2. An encrypted communication._ 

endplate, n. In a cipher machine, the stationary set of contacts at the 

beginning or end, or both, of the maze. Also called a stator. 

end spell. The plain equtvalent of a code group indicating that a spelling 

has been completed and that the groups following represent words and 

phrases. 
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equate columns. To adjust one column of nn overlap to another by the ·appli

cation of an arbitrary key so that those 'enciphered code groups occur-

ring in both columns, which are assumed to represent identical plain 

tex~are made identical, and thus may be treated as placode groups. 

equation, n. As used in traffic analysis, the process by which two frequencies~ 

two routings, etc., or any combination of two such elements, are demon-

strated to be equivalent; also, the condition resulting from this process. 

are used successively, 

developed 

from the original sequence by applying a 

decimation process to 

equivalent sequence. in which the interval between 

relationship to the interval between 

the same two See decimated alphabet. 

estimated fre 

operati 

proximate frequency on which a target is observed 

ing with an "E" prefixed to the frequency.) 

method by which the transmitting station directs the 

addressees of a message to execute (take action on) its purport at a 

given moment. 

executive signal. The transmission which indicates the· instant at which 

action is to be taken on a given message. 

exempted addressee. An addressee included in the collective address desig-

nation of a message but for whom the message is not intended for either 

action or information. 
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exploitable system. A system whose basic elements have been solved, but 

which cannot be read without the solution of specific controls for 

individual messages or groups of messages. 

exploitation, n. The production of information from messages which are 

encrypted in systems whose basic elements have been solved. Exploit~-

tion includes decryption, translation, and the solution of specific 

controls such as indicators, specific keys, etc. 

external repetitions. Patent repetitions in encrypted text. 

external text • 

300,000 megacycles. Abbreviat 

facsimile, n. A system of teleco for the transmission of fixed 

plane ception in a permanent form; 

factoring, n. An ari thmet 

riodic type by a study of the intervals 

field code. Primarily, a tactical code containing a limited vocabulary· 

for low-echelon ground use. 

file date/time. The date and time at which a message was filed in the 

co:mmunication center serving the originator. Abbreviated as FDT. 

final period. In a periodic cipher system, the period determined by the 

cryptanalyst to be the true period. 

~~ n. The characteristic swing of the dots and dashes of hand-sent 

1'>1orse as sent by a given radio operator. 
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fix, n. In D/F, an area indicated as the location of a. transmitter by the 

intersections of three or more bearines. Cf. cut. 

fixed additive. An add.itive sequence which is repeated to make up the 

entire additive key. 

fixed call. An assigned call sign which remains constant for an extended 

period of time. 

flag, n. A graphic representation (triangular or square) of all comparisons 

possible e.mong a set of elements. ---v.t. To make a flag. 

flush depth of three 

"F" (FOX) method. 

composed of' two-digit numbers, by means of which 

letters are provided with four two-

four-square matrix system. A rartia.lly digraphic substitution system employ

ing a matrix '-Thich usually consists of' four 5 x 5 squares in which the 

letters of 25-element alphabets (usually combining I and J) are inserted 

according to any prearranged order. 

fractionating system. A cipher system in which plaintext units are repre

sented by two or more cipher symbols which in turn are dissociated and 

subjected to further enci~herment by substitution or transposition or 

both. 
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fractionation, n. A cryptographic procees wherein the cipher symbols, 

which combined represent a plaintext unit, are dissociated and sub

jected to further encipherment. 

tree net. A radio net in which any station can communicate with any other 

station in the same net without firot obtaining the permission of the 

net control station. 

free routing. The type of routing wherein the destination of a message 

is designated by the originator but routea which the message will_ 

follow are left to the discretion of t 

free star. The 

net may contact any 

other on th~t frequency. 

frequency, n. 

occurrences 

f'reguency. 

cycles per 

frequency band. Th 

frequency. count • 

tion, the number of actual 

hin a given text. Cf. relative 

ap~lication,the number of complete 

~00\-~~~d an alternating current system. 

equencies between ~o definite limits. 

f'reguency distribution. A tabulatton of the frequency of occurrence of 

plaintext or ciphertext units in a mesoage or a group of messages. A 

frequency count. 

frequency table. A frequency distribution in tabular form, with frequencies 

indicated by numbers. 

frequential matrix. A type of cipher matrix providing ve.riants. A matrix 

in which the number of different cipher values available to represent 

any given plaintext letter closely approximates its relative plaintext.. 

frequency. 
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full-time coverage. The assienment of the intercept operl3.tors necessary 

to intercept all transm:'i ss ions on 13. given frequency or associated 

group of freqnencies. 

gapped, adj. As applied to a sequence, having gaps, selective, not complete. 

garble, n. An error in transmission, reception, encryption, or decryption 

which renders incorrect or undecryptable a message or transmission or 

a portion thereof. ---v.t. To make·an error in transmission, reception, 

garble table • correct 

GCT. Greenwich Civil Time, 

general call sign. A call s 

etc., in an area, 

· c 1 nvariable method of encryption included 

u .ng the specific keys essential to its 

e of message having a wide standard distribution, 

e Navy Dept • , or by a fleet commander. A general message 

is assigned an identifying title and usually a seria.l number .. (e.g., 

AIJ.ifAV 5.) 

general solution. A solut:J.on dependent on exploiting the inherent weaknesses 

of the cryptographic system arising from its own mechanics, without 

the presence of any specialized circumstances. 

general system. See general cryptosystem. 
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generation. The production, either systematic or :random, of call signs, 

keys, code groups, etc. In the case of call signs, generation is 

distinguished from-allocation, which is the assignment of call signS 

or blocks of call signs to stations after generation. ( Cf. allo~ation • )"' 

generatrix, n. 1. One decipherment (or encipherment) out of a set of 

decipherments (or encipherments) of the same text, the set being 

exhaustive on a given hypothesis or given cryptographic principle, 

or cipher) interval from those 

completing the plain component se 

of Which represents f the original crypto-

_gram. 

generatrix 

cipher generatrix. 

vice used in direction finding to determine 

s~gnals picked up by a direction-finder 

antenna. 

good difference. In enciphered code solution, a possible difference or one 

likely to occur which is equal to, or may be, the difference be~een 

two high frequency groups. 
. . 

good group. 1. A code group which occurs With a relatively -high trequencyJ 
I 

a common group. 2. A code group which has the proper ~imitation and 

thus is known to be not garbled. 
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grammatical group. A code group indicating which of the alternative 

grammatical inflections assigned to a particular code group is to 

be taken. 

grammatically identified group. A code group in process of identification 

which has been established as being a particular part of speech, (e.g.; 

noun, verb, adJective); but not more precisely determined. 

grammatical table • A section in a code book containing grammatical groups • 

plaintext frequencies. 

by a 10-letter word·wh fir~t column as a 

mnemonic feature ion of the words i-n the rows • 

he mean solar time at the meridian of 

Greenwich. GCT. Now superseded by ~eenwich Mean 

!!!!!, q .v. 

Greenwich Mea e mean solar time at the meridian of Greenwich. 

• Also known as universal: time and z, -(Zebra) time. 

grid, n. In a transposition system, a form or ma:f?rlx over which a gril~e 

is placed for the purpose of enciphering or deciphering. 

grille, n. 1. A sheet of paper, cardboard, thin metal, plastic, or like 

material in which perforations have been made for the uncovering of 

spaces in which textual units may be written or read on the grid. 

2. A matrix in which certain squares are blocked out or otherwise 

· marked so as not to be used. Also called a stencil. 
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Gronsfeld system. A polyalphabetic substitution system employing the first 

' 10 alphabets of a direct standard Vigenere table in conjunction with a 

numerical key. The cipher equivalent of a given plaintext letter is 

found by counting down the normal sequence the number of positions 

indicated by the numerical key; thus~ with key of 4 is Ec. 

ground wave • The portion of a transmitted radio ~ve which travels along 

the surface of the earth. Cf. sky' wave. 

forming a unit for 

the number of groups na.ted portion of a message, 

usually the text. 

half-tone, adj. 

hard copy. 

tape, etc. 

bat, n. The upper part of a hat diagram; a crown. 

hat diagram. A figure formed by writing the text of a cryptogram enciphered 

by columnar transposition so that each column contains the textual units 

which, for an assumed matrix width, must have occurred in a single 

column of the original matrix, as well as others which ~ have occurred 

in that column. 

heading, n. In communication intelligence usage, the information on an inter-

cepted message preceding the messag~ text; this information is in two 

parts,-the intercept data (supplied by the intercept operator) and the 

preamble (transmitted by the target station). 
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Hellschreiber, n. A system of automatic telegraphy which is uniquely 

characterized by reception-printing on a paper tape in a facsimile-

like manner, in that the printing is accomplished through the use of 

a helix and stylus rather than through the use of conventional type 

bar's; thus, each printed character is made up of several closely 

spaced horizontal lines, as shown below: 

A"'iC .. ,0!-L. 

HF • High frequency, q • v • 

high-echelon, adj. Pertaining to 

high-grade, adj. 

(2) one-time systems, 

a maximum of 

system for the encipher-

ment of polygraphs of any order, involving algebraic treatment by means 

of coefficients for the transformation of a plaintext polygraph into 
. 

its ciphertext polygraphic equivalent, and vice versa. Invented by 

Professor Lester S. Hill of Hunter College. 

~~ n. A coincidence of textual elements (single letters, digraphs, trigraphs, 

etc.) occurring between messages. 
.. 
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holder, n. A command or activity authorized to draw and hold publications 

according to established distribution lists. In_cryptologic appli-

cation, an authorized possessor of cryptographic materials. 

holocryptic, adj • Incapable of being deciphered without a. key. For 

example, a one-time system might be termed holocryptic. 

horizontal two-sgua.re matrix system. A digra.pbic substitution system employ

ing a. matrix which normally consists of two 5 x 5 squares placed side 

by side. 

hypothetical code. Code obtained by deciphering selected groups from en-

ciphered code messages by trial keys ed to have been used. 

hypothetical key. Key obtained by ass groups to underlie selected 

cipher groups. 

IBM. International Business Mach 

IBM method. A form of employing International Business 

Machines , q • v. 

!13M run. 

nd associated equipment, into a particular 

f study, and (2) subsequently printing these 

ICR. International cdmmercial radiotelegraphy. 

identification,. n. 1. In cryptanalysis, determination of the plaintext 

value of a cipher element or code group. 2. In traffic analysis, deter-

mination of the specific unit, aircraft, ship, or Order of Battle in-

volved in a given instance, but not its location. 

Id.entificA.tion Friend or Foe. Radar recognition and identification. A 

system using radar transmissions to which equipment carried by friendly 

forces automatically resp?nds, for example, by emitting pulses, thereby 

distineuishing themselves from enemy forces. Abbreviated as IFF. 
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Jd.entifier 1 n. A voice intercept o:Perator who fd.enti~les the language and 

subject matter of voice transmissions. 

,.ci~ntify, v.t. 1. In cryptanalysis, to determine the plaintext value of a · 

cipher element or code group. 2. In traffic analysis, to determine the 

specific unit, aircraft, ship, or Order of Battle involved in a given 

instance, but not its location. 

!t.diomorph) n. A plaintext or cipher sequence '\olhich contains or shows a 

patte~ 1n its construction as regards the number and positions of 

of repeated letters. 

IFF. Identification Friend or 

I~ number. Code number. See base number. 

"I" (Item) method. 

immediate message. pg the precedence prosign Q, q.v. 

such da;ta as cipher or code groups, traffic, 

such an JJJnaex. 

the key letter in the other component is juxtaposed. 

index of coincidence. The ratio of the observed number of coincidences in 

a given cryptogram to the nu1nber of coincidences expected in 1' ~run:ple 

of random text· of ·the same size as the cryptogram. 
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indicative, n. (Met.) A three-figure number indicating the meteorological 

station concerned, and forming the first three figures of a synoptic 

report. 

indicative information. In connection with IBM listings, that data which 

serves to identify a given control group or a given line of textual 

material; indicative information usually appears at the left of any 

given line on a listing and includes such data as worksheet number, 

de. te, lane, etc . 

indicator, n. In cryptography, an element ed within the text or heading 

the message:. See 

indicator. 

indicator group. 

election or derivation and 

prompt decryption of 

discriminant and messaie 

le or part of an indicator. 

of elements of an indicator • 

..... -.~~nventions agreed upon to convey crypto-

indirect symmetry. A prope y of a cipher square in which a pair of rows or 

pair of columns may be united to give a decimation of one of the primary 

components; i.e., latent symmetry as opposed to the patent s:vmmetry of a 

cipher square exhibiting direct symmetry. 

information addressee. The activity or individual to whom a message is 

directed by the originator for i·nformation only. 

initial key. The key used in starting an enclpherment; especially, the short 

key used to begin an autokey encipberment. Also called preliminary kel.: or.' 

;p;oiming kez. 
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fnked tape. Paper tape on which code signals (usually dots and dashes) 

are recorded in the form of visible ink patterns. Also known as inked 

recording tape and undulator tape. 

inscription, n. In a transposition system, the process of writing a message 

into a matrix. 

integer, n. A whole number • 

integrated diagram. A composite traffic analysis diagl'am of a given net, 

showing significant facts established about the net or network from 

---v.t. To 

to intercept stations, and the 

intercept data. T intercept operator and 

call signs, signal strength, signal reada-

intercept station number, and case number. 

According to some intercept formats now in use, some intercept data, 

such as time when transmission of message was completed and intercept 

operator's initials may be found just below the message~ 

intercept date/time • The actual date. and time a message or chatter is heard 

by an intercept operator. Usually recorded in Greenwich ("Z11
) time. 
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interception, ~· 'J.'Iftey. ~ o?" gaining possession of· communications intended 

for others without obtaining the consent of the addressees ~d without 

preventing or ordinarily delaying the transmission of the communications 

to those addressees. 

intercept method. The method of transmitting by pre~ngement a message from 

one station to another so that other stations for which it is intended 

ma.y receive it without giving. a receipt. Th~ · stat~on called is responsible' 

for the correct reception of the message at that station. Also called 

"I" (Item) method. 

intercept positiott. The inter-

necessary 

personne.f and equipment to intercept ~io signal, 24 hours per day 

if necessary. (2) installed iu er: ion - An intercept position 

in either an operat~onal or a s state. (3) double position - Two 

use:i for 

~'Or'll!t!fi'Y't!·l'h ends o¥'-,a radio link. 
. .:.·i~i;, 

r-:;;.,~ ,, 

o ~h.ich coll:ects coiiiDilin1catio~ for COMINT 
:.. . :::·· 
t .... ~~ 

.. i.tx· 

.~:~·~:~: 

interference, n. The ~t of recep~t~_i!;··~y· atmospherics, unwanted s ignais 
,#- - r.l , 

(not known to be deliberate) or the ~fferlts·of electrical apparatus or 
'··. . 

machinery. 

intermediate cipher text. Text in cryptographic for.m which has undergone part 

but not all of the deciphering or en~iphering process. 

internal indicator. A message indicator·, q. v. 

·_.·· 

internal rep:t1t1ons. Repetitions occurring withi-n the same message. 
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internal text. In concealment systems, the secret text which is enveloped 

by open or apparently innocent text. 

International Business Machines. Machinery using punched cards which are 

electrically read for accounting and statistical purposes. 

international call sign. A call sign assigned in accordance with the pro-

visions of the International Telecommunications Union to identify a 

radio station, and appearing in up to date lists published by the I.T.U. 

national! ty of the 

in which letters and numbers 

are 

is used especially in radio 

telegraphy. 

code. 

international organization 

standardized comnmnication procedures and 

practic frequency allocation and radio regulations on a 

• Abbreviated as ITU. 

international teleprinter code. See Baudot code. 

interpreter, n. A listener who translates (or summarizes) foreign language 

voice transmissions directly from actual transmission. 

interrelated cipher alphabets. Cipher alphabets most commonly produced by 

the interaction of two primary components which, when juxtaposed at 

various points of coincidence, can be made to yield secondary alphabets. 

interrupted key cipher. An aperiodic polyslphabetic cipher of which the key 

may be broken off and resumed at any point by prearrangement. 
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interrupted-ke;r columnar transposition. A columnar transposition system 

in which the plaintext elements are inscribed in a·ma.trix in rows of 

irregular length as determined by a numerical key. 

interrupter, n. A specified character of the plain text or of the cipher 

text which by its occurrence determines an interruption in the basic 

keying operation or sequence. 

interval, n. The number of units between two units of encrypted text (letters j 

digraphs, code groups, etc.) counting either tne.first or se~ond of the 

two units 

interval key. 

positions 

intrusive, a.dj. 

is out of normal alphabetical o 

i.e., int~rrupting its no 

intuitive method. A method 

keys, the 

services, 

. a. code group whose meaning 

espect to the code group orderl 

each other in the· orthography of a. given langua~e (e.g., the English 

digraph QU). 

inverse four-square matrix system. A four-square matrix system in which the 

cipher sections contain normal alphabets while the plain co~nent 
~~ 

-sections contain mixed alphabets. 

invisible ink. Any of several chemicals used for writing or printing which 

writing has the"property either of being initially invisible to the 

naked eye or of becoming so after a short time • 

5<?-
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invisible writing. Writing not visible to the naked eye. The characters 

composing such writing may be mieroscopic or inscribed with invisible 

ink. 

isolog, n. A cryptogram of which the plain text· is identical with that of 

another message encrypted in another system, key, code, etc. 

isologous, adj • Pertaining to or having the nature of an isolog • 

isomorph, n. A sequence exhibiting isomorphism. 

jam, v .t. To make the satisfacto 

or impossible by trans~~~~!~ 

difficult 

instead of the arbitrary groups 

Jefferson ci lphabetic substitution system invented by Thomas 

n pendently at a later date by the French cryptographer 

Bazeries • It provided for encipherment by means of a manually operated. 

device involving a number of revolvable disks, each bearing a mixed 

alphabet on its periphery. 

joint, adj • Between, two or more Services of the same nation. (Wher! all 

Services are not involved the participating Services shall be identified, 

e.g., Joint Army-:Navy). 

Joint communication. COIIDDOn use of communication facilities by two or more -

..Services of the same nation. 
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€9NUI"Mi~~~ ·Y•.u•·f'II !!Bga plain constant. A constant employe in coinc ~ce tests to denote 

the probability of coincidence of' a given textual element o:r unit in 

plain text. It is ·the sum of the squares of the probabilities of occur

rence of the different textual elements or units as they are employed 

in writing the text; for example,. in English telegraphic plain text, 

the monographic and digraphic plain constants are .0667 and .0069 

respectively. 

lal}?a random constant. A constant employed in coincidence tests to denote 

ility of coincidence of various · 

b. digraphs 

c • trigraphs 

•~Pa test. 

lib.< kcs • kilocycle, k 

let, n. 1. In cryptography,· a symbol or sequence of symbols applied to 

successive textual elements of a message to accomplish their encryption 

or decryption. 2. A specific key. 

key book. A book containing key text, or plain text forming specific keys • 

" 
keyed columnar transposition. A transposition system in which the columns 

of a matrix are taken off in the order determined by the specific key, 

which is often·a derived numerical key. 

key generator. A device for producing a key sequence • 
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key group. A group of key symbols. 

key-in 1 v .t. To recover key by means of a crib. 

key index. An ordered listing of keys showing preceding and following keys 

with proper designations of source. 

key letter. A letter of key,; especially in polyalphabetic ciphers, the 

letter determining which of the available cipher alphabets is used to 

encipher a particular letter. · 

key list. In cryptography, the publication containing the keys for a pe.rti-

cular cryptosystem. 

key phrase. An arbitrarily selec+.,.,,..,.,l'Wo from which a key is derived. 

key recovery. The cryptanalyt ion of a key. 

key text. Text from which 

key word. An arbitrarily rd used as a key per se, or from which 

a key is 

keyword1a~j. 

key WO 

..... ..,. to a key word or key words; as keyword recovery. 

alphabet cons.tructed by writing the prearranged 

ase, (repeated letters, if present, usually being 

t.rom the unused letters of the alphabet in their normal sequence. 

~~ n. A movement of controlled but usually variable amount imparted to a 

rotating element of a cipher machine either regularly or cyclically. 

kilocycle. One thousand cycles per second. 
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~~A) test.. A test for monoalphabeticity in a message, based on a 

comperison of the observed number of blanks in its frequency distri

lmtiotl with the theoretically expected number of blanks both in (a) 

a normal plaintext message of equal length and (b) a random assortment 

of an equal number of letters. Also called the blank-expectation test • 

.!!:!!!,1 n. A path, electrical, physical, or both, in one direction connecting 

two correspondents regardless of the route involved. 

langua.g':!_!!Eecialist. One who has developed a special~ zed competence in one 

or more aspects of a foreign language. 

susceptible of being ms.de patent as 

latent symmetry •. See indir?;..;.·c..;.t_s.;;..z.;;.;;;;.;~...._....._ 

lateral communication. n outstations of a group or 

net • 2 • Less frequently, along a 

front, or between units 

Latin square. h no row nor column contains a repeated 

symbol. 

lexical, adj. , or connected with words. In its oryptologic 

sense, the word is· used to characterize those cryptographic methods · 

(chiefly codes) which deal with plaintext elements comprising complete 

words, phrases and sentences. 

/!!,. Low frequency, q, v. 

limitation, n. A restriction imposed upon a system or on some part of a 

system, such that certain elements or characters either do not occur 

at all, or occur only under certain conditions. (e.g., a 5-figure code. 

using only groups beginning with the digits 0-5; a 5-figure code using 

only groups vhose dig iDs sum to an even number • ) 
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line. See row. 

linguist, n. One who has expert knowledge of a foreign language • 

~~ n. Any single direct system of tel_!:!COITDllUnication between two points 

using one communication mes.ns. Cf. circuit. 

link call. A cononon call sien used by two stations for intercommunications • 

listener, n. A language specialist who deals with a. foreign language in its 

spoken form. 

listing, n. A tabulation of data. ( e .g. , the pi'inted result from a deck of 

IBM cards • ) • Also called a ~. 

literal communication 

the norma.~ alpbauetical ch 

local stereotype. of a particular 

originator. 

log, n. 1. An orderly 2. In intercept operations, 

To keep a l 

logarithmic weights. assigned to units of plain text, which 

weights are actually logarithms of the probabilities of the plaintext 

units, and which are used to evaluate the results of certain cryptanalytic 

operations. 

log reader. A person engaged in reading the logs of intercept operators for 

communication intelligence purposes. 

long title. The f'ull descriptive name assigned to a document or device by the 

preparing agency. 
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loran, n. A long range radionavigation position fixing system using the 

time dif~erence of reception of pulse type transmissions from two o~ 
' 

more fixed stations·. 
'• 
•' ' 

low-echelon, adj. Pertaining to organizational units below the level. of: 

the army division or its equivalent. 

10\ot f'requencr. The range of radio frequencies from 30 to 300 kilocycles. 

Abbreviated t.F. 

low-grade 1 adj • Pertaining to a cryptosystem which offers onl;y slight 

resistance to cryPtanalysis; for,ex (1) Playf'air ciphers, (2) 

single transposition, 

grade and hig~-grade. 

low-level cryptoc:h~nnel. A cr 

echelons, employing a cr 

physical security, a 

M. 1. United States 

t codes • Cf. medium-

mposed of commands in low 

hich has wide distribution, fair 

cryptographic securitl• 

mitted as " ..... ~-~accuracy. Assigned to messages whose deliver:r 

t required until the beginning o~ the office 

da;y on which. filed. 2. Used in intercept operations 

as a suffix to a frequenc;y to denote "measured" • 

machine cipher. A ciplier system in which the enciphering and deciphering 

are per:t:ormed by a machine; or a message produced b;r such a system. 

' 
main table. In certain- code books which have two meanings ~signed to one 

group, that ~rtion of the code which includes the first, or principal 

meaning only.. Cf'. auxiliary table. 

major difference. The larger of the two differences obtained when two 

code or cipher groups are subtracted each from the other by modular 

arithmetic. 
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tna.jor group. That one of two code or cipher sroups which gives the minor 

difference when the other group is subtracted from it. 

marking impulse. One of the two types of impulses used in teleprinter trans~ 

mission; normally, that impulse during which current flows through the 

teleprinter receiving magnet. The other type of impulse is the spacing 

impulr1e, q • v • 

master card. An IBM card which contains da.ta common to a particular series 

of cards. 

complete 

matrix, n. 

or of the transposition are effected; 

e or diagram containing the sequence 

matrix-reconstruct! n transposition solution, a diagram of the 

c- p sequep. h the size and shape of the original transposition 

.!!!!!!' n. The more or less intricate network of paths along which an electrical 

current may flow in a cipher machine; specifically, the unit of a cipher 

machine which iptervenes between the input or generating impulse leading 

into the apparatus and the output or resulting impulse. 

me 1 mea. megacycle 1 megacycles • 
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meaconing, n. A system of receiving beacon signals and rebroadcasting them 

on the same fre~uency to confuse navigation. The meaconing stations 

cause inaccurate bearings to be obtained by aircraft or ground stations. 

means of signal connnunication. A medium, i·ncluding equipment, used by an 

agency for trans~ttting messages. 

measured frequency. The exact frequency on which a target was observed 

operating, as measured by the intercept operator. (Appearing with an 

"M" ~uffixed to the frequency.) 

medium-grade, adj. considerable 

C f. low-grade and high 

megacycle. 

messaee, n. in plain or secret language, 

prepared 

cation. 

designed to establish the 

authenticity of a messaee by means of an authenticator within ~he 

transmission derived from certain predetermined elements of the message 

itseJf. 

message center. An agency charged with the responsibility for acceptance, 

prep~ration for transmission, receipt and delivery of messages. 

messae;e center number. A message reference number assigned by the message 

center in order to facilitate internal administrative handlill8. 
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message externals • Those components of a transmitted message which are 

.not encrypted as a part of the message text. Specifically, the entire 

preamble, the indicators and discrtminants, and the postamble if present. 

message format. The agreed upon arrangement of 'the various parts of a message. 

message indicator. That part of the specific key which changes with every 

message. 

message keying element. See message indicator • 

message placement. The determination of the correct relative position of 

key and message • 

message pri11t. An IBM machine reproductio 

These message prints may vary in 't 

depending upon the nature of th 

out-going message to facili 

messages to facilitate solution. 

e type of data included, 

meteorological message. ng data about atmospheric conditionsJ 

usually in synoptic 

MF • 

minor difference. 

minor group. That one of two code or cipher groups which, when subtracted 

from the other group, produces -the minor difference. 

minuend, n. The key used in the Jhinuend method, q .v. 

minuend method. A method of enciphering code in which the placode text 

is subtracted from the key. In the process of decipherment 1 the enciphered 

code text is subtracted from the key. 

mission,radio intercept. A definite task, duty, or assignment given to an 

intercept activity or unit. Cf. target. 
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mixed cipher alphabet. A cipher alphabet in which the sequence of letters 

or characters in one or both of the components is not the normal sequence. 

mixed-length system. A cryptosystem in which the units of cipher text or .. 
code text are· of' irregular or nonconstant ler\gth, as for example, a 

monome-dinome system, or a code system employing both 4-letter anGL 5-

letter groups·. 

mixed-unit, adj. Apptl!ied to codes having groups of different length, (e.g., 

some 4-character· and some 5-character groupe •. 

mnemonic key. 

MNR. Message 

MOA. 

model encode • As the encoding section of·a 

previous same 

Its function is to serve as a 

guide in the 

solution. 

modulo, adv. (Abbreviated as ~; e .g • 

mod-101 mod-26, etc.) 

modulus, n. Scale or 'basis of arithmetic; the number.!! is called the modulus 

when all numbers which differ from each other by ~ or a multiple of n 

are considere~ equivalent. 

monitor, v. t. To izntercept and copy one 's own or friendly radio and wire 

transmission$ ~or. the purpose of detecting and correcting violatio~ of 

regulations. 
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monitoring position. The necessary equipment and facilities required to 

monitor one rad.io or wire signal. 

monoalphabeticity, n. A characteristic of encrypted text which indicates 

that it has been :produced by methods involving a single cipher alpha

bet or single code book, unenci:phered. It is normally disclosed by 

frequency distributions which display "roughness", or :pronounced 

variation in relative frequencies. 

monoalphabetic substitution. A type of substitution em:ploying a single 

cipher alphabet by means of which each cipher equivalent, composed of 

in which the 

usually consist of si 

monoliteral system. A s elements of the 

monome-dinome stitution system in which certain plaintext 

elements have single-digit cipher equivalents, while others are repre

sented by pairs of digits. 

Morse codes. Various communication.' codes, of special and limited usage, in 

which letters and numbers are represented by specific groupings of dots, 

dashes, or- combinations of both. 

Morse operator analysis. Any system of cataloguing and identifylhng the manual 

keying characteristics of a Morse operator. Abbreviated as MOA. 
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multiliteral, adJ. Of or pertaining only to cryptosystema, cipher alphabet~, · 
1 

and frequency distributions which involve cipher units of two or more . 

letters or characters. See the more inclusive term polygraphic. 

multiliteral cipher alphabet. A cipher alphabet in which one plaintext letter 

is represented by cipher units of two or more elements • 

multiliteral system. A substitution system involving one or mre multilitera:L.'~ 
. ' 

cipher alphabets. ·'. 

multiple-address message. A message transmitted to two or more addressees 

Each addressee must be 

lengthy por~ions 

position messages 

same key. 

in which the indi-

l.ective call). 

multiple key. A key whose value has not been uniquely determined. 

multiplex, adj. Pertaining to a communication, system permitting the 

simultaneous use of a number of channels on a single link. 

multiplex link. A link between one transmi~ter and one receiver whose 

characteristics are such as to permit simultaneous use of a number of · '-~ 

channels uitb separate transmissions on each channel. 

~S. A net control station, q .v. 
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near depth. Depth which, but for some minor inconsistencies :J.n the progressiofl 

or identity of keying elements, would be true depth • 

net, n. A group or a number of groups of stations and links assembled. on the 

basis of common operating che.racteristics, presu.mably undet the e.dmini- _--

strative direction of an immediate common superior headquarters station. 

net authentication. Ident1:fication used on a conununication net to establish 

the authenticity of the several stations. 

net call sign. A collective call sign used to contact all stations in a net 

on the 

net control 

of the net • Abbreviated as ~S or "control 

station." 

network, n. The total apparent 

service organization, including all subordi-

tion to the modulus ten; i.e., the tens 

digits 

noncarrying to the modulus ten; i.e. 1 the tens 

digits are disregarded. 

noncarrying sum. A sum produced in cryptographic (mod 10) arl~~. 

noncommutative, adj. As applied to bipartite matrices 1 so eonstru.-cted that 

row and column coordinates must be read in a certain prescribed order, 

for example, in a row-column order • 

. noncrashing, adj. A term used to describe that feature of the structure of 

certain cryptosystems which does not permit a plaintext'unit to be self-

enciphered. 

-
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·nonliteral system. Any cryptosystem designed for the transmission of data. 

in which the symbols or signals produced or accepted are other than 

the normal alphabetical characters and the dig~ts (e.g. teleprinter, 

IFF, ciphony, cifax, civision, etc.). 

non-Morse, adj. Pertaining to methods of transmission using symbols other 

than those of the Morse code, (e.g., those of the Baudot alphabet). 

nonperforated grille. A matrix with numbered cells over which a transparent 

paper is placed to obtain a transposition square. 

nonregistered publication. no register number and 

nonsecret code. purpose the abbreviation, not 

of any construction 

preferred by the 

nontextual, adj • Form actual text of the message; as for 

incorporated in certain codes in 

are constructed in such a manner that the transpo-

s i tion of any two letters will not produce another .bona fide code group. 

in that code • 

normal alphabet. The conventional sequence of letters which form the ele-

ments of written language and are used to represent approximately the 

sounds of the spoken language • The direct stand:ard alphabet beginning 

with "A" and ending with 'Z". 

normal frequency. ~e standard frequency of a plaintext·unit or letter 

relative to other such units or letters, as disclosed by the stattstical 

study of a large volume of text. · 
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. normal sequence. The normal alphabetical sequence of those letters which 

are used.in the written text of any particular language, or any cyclic 

permutation thereof. 

normal uniliteral frequency distribution. A distribution showing the 

standard relative frequency of single plaintext symbols as disclosed 

by statistical study of a large ~olume of text. 

NR. Station serial number, q.v. 

~~ n. In cryptography, a symbol or unit of encrypted text having no 

plaintext. significance. 

numerical key. A key composed of a 

· the columns of a matrix are 

numerical key • 

. 'numerical table. 

0. United States Mili 

representing numbers, 

curacy. Assigned to important tactical 

ectly to the operations in progress and, when 

aircraft, or ground forces. 

0/B. The order of battle, q.v. 

immediate movement of ships, 

• 

office of record. The agency charged with maintaining the ultimate accounting 

records for registered documents. 

off-line operation. A method of operation in which the processes of encryption 

and transmission and/or reception and decryption are performed in separate 

steps, rather than automatically and simultaneously. 
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offset, adj. Applied to messages in depth or repetitions in these, 

beginning or occurring at different points of the key. 

offset duplicate • A pair of messages in depth having identical or nearly 

identical ~lain text except that the plain text of one i$ displaced 

along the keying cycle in relation to the other. 

off the cut. As applied to the division of cipher text into polygraphs, 

beginning elsewhere then with the initial character of a bona fide 

polygraph. 

one-deep reading. The keying-in of as sum lacode of a single message. 

elements are arranged in 

of key as soon as it has been 

used. 

one-time system. normally of a random 

of, 

encryption and transmission and/or reception and decryption ar~ per

formed automatically and simultaneously. 

on· the cut. As applied to the division of text into polygraphs, beginning 

with the first textual character. 

open code. A cryptosystem in which units of plain text are used as the . 

co.de equivalents for letters, numbers, words, phrases or sentences • The 

code equivalents themsel,.ves, usually words or phrases, can be combined 

to _form the intelligible text of apparently innocent messages. Cf. 

concealment system. 
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·operating sienal. In Joint and combined usage, a trigraph beginning with 

"Q" (in international usage, "Q" and "Z") used to facilitate the 

handling of traffic, to direct net operation, or to convey certain 

originator' a instructions in a. message • Operating a igna.ls are also 

used by aircraft to convey certain operational information such as 

movements, reports during fl:l.ght 1 and meteorological advice • 

optimum traffic frequency. The most effective frequency at a specified time 
I 

for ionospheric propagation of radio vaves between two specified points 

order of battle. 

services; 

strength, personalities, e 

originator, n. 

outstation, n. 

or net. 

overla.;e, n. 1 .. 

· or portions 

their disposition and 

y a message is sent. 

encrypted texts· by the same 

2. A worksheet containing cryptographic 

text so writ~en.~hat the eleme~ts enciphered in the same key will fall 

in the same column. 3. In the Hagelin machine, the condition arising 

when there are two effective l~gs on the same bar. ---v.t. To super

impose enciphered texts. 

P. United States Military precedence prosign for ~IORITY. Usually trans

mitted as "PP" to ensure a.ccur~cy. Assi~ned to, important matter which 

requires prompt delivery to the addressee. It is th~ highest precedence 

designa.tion;which may be assign~d·to nonoperat1ona.J. inessa.ges of an admini-. , ~ . •' ... . ' 

strati~e _nanlNFIDEN'fi:AI:J 
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. ',_,,padding, n. Extraneous text added to a message for th~ purpose of concealiDS 

its length and beginning or ending or. both. 

page copy. A copy of a message received by teleprinter on a page. 

Page symbol. 1. That part of the indicator in an enciphered code system, 

indicating page in key book. 2. That part of a code group indicating 

the page on which the plain equivalent is to be found. 

pagination, n. 1. The act or process of assigning identifying symbols to 
4 

the pae;es of a. code book or a key book. 2. The sequence of symbols 

panel code. 

paraphrase, v • t. 

meaning. 

petition in the cipher text caused by two 

-~---- .. ~· ......... - text being, enciphered by a repetition of 

Any polygraphic substitution system in which 

the encipherment of certain members of the polygraphs shows group~;rela---· 

tionships; small matrix systems, such a.s the four-square, two-square and 
I 

Pla.yfa.ir systems involve such group relationships and are cons14ered to 

be partially-digra.phic syste• • 

partition, n. Resolution of an integer into a set of integers (e.g., repre

sentation ~f the integer 6 as 1 and 5, 2 and 4, 3 and 3). 

part message • A message divided into two or more parts, each r£ which is sent 

as a separate transmission. 
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patent reretition. A repetition which is externally visible in the origi~l 

cryptographic text. 

patent symmetry. See direct B:f!lll'!trz. 

pattern. See idiomorph. 

pentagraph, n. A set or five letters. 

pentanom.e, n-. A set or five digits. 

period, n. The number or elements (letters of a cryptogram, consecutive steps 

of a wheel, etc.) that must occur before cyclic properties become manifest.

periodic, ad.J. Characterized by cyclic usage, as of key in a periodic system, q.v. 

periodicitr, n. In its cryptologic appli~ the gue.lity or stat~ of exhibi-

ting cyclic phenomena. ~>:"> . 
periodic substitution. Periodic pol 1 tic substitution. A method of 

encipherment involving the ic u o a plurality of alphabets. Also 

called repeating key metho ~ 

enciphering process iuvolves a crypto-

graphic treatment 

sults in the p yclic phenomena in the cryptographic text. 

permntation table ~ esigned for the systematic construction o:f code 

groups • It may a o e used to correct garbles in groups of code text. 

personality file. A file containing the histories of all personalities appearing 

in intercepted conmunications, together with the circumstances in which 

they were· mentioned. 
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phase,. n. 1. A period or interval. 2 ~ The relationship between two sequences 

.(of' text, of key, or of text and key), each having its own cycle. Such 

sequences are in phase with each other whenever the starting points and 

the successive elements of the periods coincide, and out of' phase When-

ever the elements of' the period do not. When a message is affected by · 

two periods, e.g., code-group length 'and a transpositio~ key length or 

additive key length, those portions of it written on the cycle of the 

product of the two periods are said to be in phase. 

phi ( ! ) test • A test applied to a fre y distribution to determine its 

:monoalphabeticity. See also !ka~~~~~~n~s!,:!t~an~t and kappa· random constant. 

physical security. That component.IOX"--OPD~~ication security which results 

a.~feguard classified communica-

- tion equipment and mater 1 ~m a ess th~l,"eto by unauthorized persons • 

· pilot-balloon·Qbservations of upper 

winds. 

s usually followed by a certain letter; the 

placode, n. word used to designat~ plain or unenciphered code. 

plain, adj • Of or pertaining to that which is unencrypted. See also plaintext. • 

plain code • Unene:iphered code • 

plain component. That sequence of a cipher alphabet which comprises the 
' 

sequence o! plaintext symbols. 

plain component eq~iva~ents. In con~ection with the method of completing the 

plain component sequence, the plaintext equivalents for cipher units 

derived from an arbitrary juxtaposition of th~ components of a cipher 

alphabet. 
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~laindress, n. A type of message in which the complete address is contained 

in the heading. Cf. codress. 

Elain lapguage. Plain text, q.v. 

plain text. 1. Text or language which conveys an intelligible meaning 

in the language in which it is written, with no hidden meaning. 2. The 

intelligible text underlying a-cryptogram. 

plaintext, e.dj. or or pertaining to that which conveys e.n intelligible meaning 

in the language in which it is written with no hidden meaning; as the 

;Plaintext equivalents. Of'ten shortened to ;Plain. 

to determine whether or 
., . .. 

of cryptographic 

repetitions. 

plaintext elements 

e titions observed in a given sample 

*'""'repetitions or accidental (random) 

of substitution in which the successive 

message, usually single letters, are enciphered 

by a succession of different alphabets which maybe used more than once 

and which are used in a predetermined order. 

polygraphic, e.dJ • Of, pertaining to, or connected with any groupings comprising 

two or more letters or characters. 

polygraphic substitution. Encipherment by substitution methods in which the 

plaintext units are regular length groupings of mre than one element.· 
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polypartite alphabet. A multiliteral alphabet in which each letter of plain 

text is represented by a cipher unit of two or more characters whose 
• 

functions are c leB.rly defined. See bipartite alphabet, tripartite alpha· 

bet. 

Porta system. A forerunner of the Vigen"ere sy&tem of polJ~Slpbabetic substi-

tution, this system employs 13 alphabets formed by sliding the second 

half of the normal alphabet against the first half. Each alphabet may 

be· identified by either of two key letters. 

position assignment. which 

a day. 

postamble, n. The information tra m 

text of a ~ssage; Date, and cryptographic indicators are 

frequently transmitted in 

post-card grille. 

practice traffic. 

d1lJIJJDY' traff 

preamble, n. The 

ng traffic; distinguished from control or 

there is intended deceit. 

The preamble genera1ly includes the station serial number, the group 

count, the file date/time, precedence indicator, and address. Cf. heading. ~

prearranged message code • A code adapted to the use of organizations which 

require special br technical vocabulary and composed almost exclusively 

of groups representing complete or nearly complete messages. 

precedence designation·.· A designation assigned, usually by the originator, to 

each outgoing message, indicating its degree of urgency; thus, precedence 

designations indicate the order ~n which messages are to be ~andled. 
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preliminary check coverage. The assignment of intercept operators to cover 

all transmtssions on a. link, group, or net for a prearranged length of 

time for the purpose of compiling information as to the stations' opera-

tion, echelon, relative importance, and other data concerning the cir-

cuit. 

preliminary key. See initial key. 

pr:tmary frequency. A frequency assigned for normal· use on a particular 

circuit". 

pr:hna.ry period. See basic period. 

primary sequence. The basic sequence may be 

derived or which may be 

secondar~ alphabets. 

priming key. See ------=
priority message. A message b 

of a group of 

probable word. 

A crib. 

sequence to produce 

precedence prosign ~~ g.v. 

the exclusive use in correspondence 

company. 

d or known to be present in a cryptogram. 

involving the trial o~ plain 

text assumed to be present in a·cryptogram. 

procedure analysis. That component of transmission security which determines 

trends in security and procedure violations, maintains a continual check 

on such occurrences, and initiates remedial and corrective measures when,· 

and where necessary. 

procedure message. A short, plaindress message used to expedite the handling· 

of' traf'f'ic. 
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procedure sign. Prosigp.. An abbreviated. code signal ·used. to convey the 

most frequently used orders, instructi~ns, requests, and information 

related to communications. Procedure signa are s~pplemented by opera.~ 

ting signals. 

procedure word. A word or phrase limited to radiotelephone procedure and 

used in lieu of a prosign. 

proforma message. A message in standardized form, designed to convey intel

ligence by conventions of arrangement and abbreviation. 

. progressive alphabet system. A periodic 

prosign, n. Procedure sign, 

proword, n. 

pseudo-code 

yalpba.betic substitution system 

abets are produced by succes-

all possible juxtapositions. 

a cryptogram whose groups 

~JV.Lygraphic substitution system in which at least 

each polygraph is enciphered monoalphabetically. 

joint or intra-service amendment which is issued 

as a message, letter or memorandum, to meet operational requirements. 

Fblica.tion status • Past, present or future state of effectiveness of' a 

publication. 

pyrotechnics code. A prearranged code in which meanings are assigned to the 

various colors and arrangements of pyrotechnics. 

g. A symbol used in D/F bearing observation classification to indicate, 

" . -insufficient time for accurate measurement or classification". 

Q code. A code made up of Q signals adopted by the International Teleco:mmuni-

cations Conference at Cairo, 193?. 
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Q signal. See operating signal. 

quingueli teral alphabet. A c ipber e.lphabet in which each plaintext letter 

is rep~eaented by a 5-character equivalent. 

R. United States Military precedence pros ign for ROUTrnE. Usually trans-

mitted as "RR" to ensure accuracy. Assigned to messages which must be 

deliveretl to the addressee without delay, but are not of sufficient 

imp<>rtance to justify a higher precedence. 

~, n. Radio equipment for the determination of a target's direction and 

r/3.nge. Derived from the phrase, "radio detecting and ranging" • 

radar d~~.!_ption. The radiation or rera.d~ of radar emissions in a manner 

intended to deceive the enemy.~~ 
radio c.ounte~easurea. All measures ak:e to reduce the military effectiveness 

ot enemy equtpment employ! fe a by electromagnetic radiations • 

Rall.1o coun·termeaBures ~ ude Jamming, IlCM deception, RCM search 

or reconna.iseance, o ion, analysis, and evaluation of informa· 

gence. 

~ deception.· ion or reradiation of radio waves in a manner 

radio discipline. Enforcement of the rules and regulations for the use of 

rndio. 

radio finge!J!rinting. The process of iden-t;i:f'y:l.ng a radio station by a study 

of the characteristics of the emissions of its transmitter. Abbreviated 

RFP. 

~iogoniometry. See direction finding. 

radiQprinter. A radio teleprinter. See teleprinter. Abbreviated R/P. 
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radio procedure. Standardized methods of transmission. used by radio operators 

to save time and prevent confusion. By ensuring uniformity; radio pro-

·cedure increases security. 

radio silence. The shut-down or radio transmission within a command as 

~rdered by the commander. 

radio spectrum. The entire range of radio frequencies. 

radio station. One, or a number of co-located transmitters and receivers 

operating in any number of radio links, but serving the same organization. 

radiotelephony, n. 

is written alternately in e above the-other and the cipher 

text is taken off as the the resulting diagram. 

RAM. 

random, adj. 

in which a. 

In cryptana~~is, pertaining to any situation 

analysis will show variations from a calculated 

ishable from those due to chan~e 1 provided that 
' 

this analysis is not correlated with the cryptographic system· involved.-· 

Thus, in a search for characteristics of the cryptographic system
1
statistical ~ 

analyses are made, and those which show v~iations not li:kely to have been 

produced by chance may suggest the nature of some element of the system. 

The statistical analysis to be successful must be designed to provide 

for the possibility that variations not likely to be those produced by 
\ 

chance will appear and thus, by inference, must be ·correlated With the 

cryptography. The norm is calcul-ated on the assumption that chance 

variation is present, and it is .!!mom this st_andard that variations are 

measured. 
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randomize, v.t. 1. To give random characteristics to; to allow or cause events 

to occur or to appear according to no order other than that determined 

by chance or accident; .to select elements of a population at random. 2. 

r.oosely, to re-arrange so as to exhibit no evident law of formation. 

rand.omi zed code • A two -part code, q . v • 

random text. Text which appears to have been produced by chance or accident, 

having no discernible patterns or limitations. 

rapid analytical machinery. Any high-speed cryptanalytic machinery, usually 

electronic or photoelectric in nature. Abbreviated RAM • 
. 

raw traffic. Intercepted traffic showing 

communication intelligence purpose 

mente, elimination of unwanted 

number and/or an arbitrary 

RCM. Radio countermeasures, 

idence of processing for 

rting by clear address ele-

inclusion of a case 

RCM deception. The radiat ~ iation of electromagnetic waves in a 

manner intended to (This does not include friendly 

nication security.) 

ligence derived from. the study of radio counter-
:' 

RCM reconnai'ssance. See RCM search. 

RCM search. The search for enemy-generated radio waves to determine existence, 

source, and pertinent characteristics. 

~~ v .t. 1. To decrypt, especially as the result of successful cryptanalytic 

investigation. ---v.i. To yield intelligible plain text when decrypted. 

readability, n. 1. Capability of being understood, as, the readability of 

radio signals. 2. The extent to which cipher or code messages of a. parti-

cula.r system can be read. 
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readable, e.dj • Perte.in:l.ng to those code and cipher systems in which sufficient 

plaintext values or keys have been recovered to permit the reading of 

messages encrypted in these systems. 

readable system. A system whose basic elements and specific controls have 

been solved to the extent that messages can be read without further crypt-

analysis. Cf. exploitable system. 

readdress, v.t. To direct a message to addressees not included in the original 

address without rewriting or re-enciphering the message. 

reader, n. A language specialist who dee. ith a foreign language in its 

written form. 

message or other 

transmissions. Also known as "R" 

(Roger) method. 

ch bears a reciprocal relation to another reciprocal, n. 1. 

element. nt of unity divided by any quantity. ---adj. Inter ... 

-cipher relationships; (e.g., in a reciprocal 

alphabet, if Ap = Be, then Bp must equal Ac) • 

reciprocal cipher alphabet. A cipher alphabet in which either of the two 

sequences may serve as plain or cipher since the equivalents exhibit 

reciprocity. 

reciprocity, n. As used in cryptology, interchangeability of plain-cipher 

relationships ( e .g • , Ap = Be and Bp = Ac) • 

recognition signal. See authenticator. 
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reconstruction matrix. A skeleton matrix employed in the solution of crypto-

systems involving a substitution matrix. It aids in the correct relative 

placement of plaintext or ciphertext values aa recovered, and thus 

often a.ffords clues as to the internal arrangement of the original matrix. 

recording, n. A representation of an intercepted radio transmission by any 

means other than a written record, (e.g., magnetic, inked, or punche~ 

tapes; disks, wire, etc.). 

recover, v.t. To solve; to reconstruct (e.g. cryptographic data or plain text). 

recovery, n • 

cryptanalysis. 

cryptanalysis • 

rectangular grille. in that the 

and thus permit the 

inscription of several in the space disclosed on the 

The grille itself admits of but 

its reverse side up. 

~~~uction square. 

without altering their interrelationships, 

td reduce a multiliteral cipher to uniliteral terms). 
,_ 

reflector, if, 1. An element of a cipher machine, usually with a single set 

of contacts wired together in pairs, each of which establishes a reciprocal 

circuit through the maze. 2. Specifically, in a wired rotor machine of 

the Enigma !ri,1E! 1 that particular :ttbtor which bears on one side the usual 

26 contact points and bears on the oth~r side 13 wires which connect tlie.se 

26 points into 13 sets of two points each; thereby effecting a reciprocal 

circuit. Sometimes called a reversing wheel. 
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regional call sign. A collective call sign used to contact a number of specific 

stations in a net or group, usually within a particular geographic area. 

registered document. See registered matter. 

registered matter. Any classified matter registered. usually by number and 

periodically accounted for. 

register number. A number assigned to ,registered matter for accounting purpo.ses. 

relate columns. See.equate coJ~. 

related alphabets. Any of the several secondary cipher alphabets which are 

reduced to provisional, not 

nal plain code by an interval constant for 

code groups is the 

relative frequency. In its cryptologic application,. the ratio of the actual 

occurrences of a textual element to the number of possible occurrences 

within a given text. 

relay message. A ·message which reaches its destination by pe.ssing through 

one or more intermediate stations. 

releasing officer. A properly designated individual who may authorize the 

sending of a message for and in the name of the o~iginator. 
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repaginate, v.t. To supply a new sequence of page symbols for a code book 

or key book. 

repaginated code. A code in which the pages of the code book have been 

assigned a new sequence of identifying symbols. 

repa.gina.tion, n. The assignment of a new set of symbols identifying the 

pages of a code book, or key book. 

repeating-key method. See period.ic substitution. 

repetetive encipherment. A type of encipherment in which the primary cipher· 

text of a cryptogram is subJected to further encipherment with either 

the sa.me or a different system. a frequently-

repbase 1 v. t. To put back in phase • 

resultant period. 

reversibility, n. 

text 

menta 

r alphabet in which both the 

e normal sequence, the cipher component 

Ollilo...,..iW_·m the plain COI]Iponent. 

istic of the relationship between a plain

her digraph equivalent which permits the ele

ersed (e.g., ABp =CDc and~ = DCc). 

revision, n. A complete publication, superseding all copies of the publi

cation revised. 

revolving grille. A type of grille in which the apertures are so distributed 

that when the grille is turned successively through four angles of 90 

degrees and set in position on the grid, all the cells on the grid are 

'disclosed only once. Also called rotating grille. 

~. ~io fingerprinting, q. v. 

"R" (Roger) method. See receipt method. 
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room circuit. A circu:i.t which has no connection with outside stations 

and which is used ~or encipherment and decipherment in off-line 

operation. 

~' n. A table of call signs, frequencies, or other COlliillUnica.tion items 

used in cyclic order. 

rotating grille. See revolving grille. 

rotation, n. The method of changing call signs or frequencies within a 

a. variation in some textual or k 

rotor 

rotor order. 

and 

ference to a bench mark. 

able rotors of a. cipher machine 

during a. specified period. 

the rim of a rotor serving to indicate rotor setting. A letter 

its position at 

roughness, n. That tic of. a frequency distribution where there 

ribution a pronounced variation in rela.tiv~ 

frequencies of the elements considered. Cf. smoothness. 

route transposition. A method of transposition in "tThich the ciphertext 

equivalent of a message is obtained by transcribing, according to any 

prearranged route, the cells of a matrix into which the message was 

inscribed earlier according to some other prearranged route. 

routine messa.e;e. A message bearing the precedence prosign ~~ q .v. 

routing, n. The process of determining and prescribing the path or method to 

be used in forwarding messages. 
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routine designator. A symbol or group of symbols appearing in a message 

preamble, serving as a guide to radio stations in routing the message 

to the fina.l recipient. 

~' n. As applied to a matrix, a horizontal sequence of letters or 

numbers or groups thereof. 

row break. In enciphered code solution, the determination of the beginning 

and end of the rows constituting an additive page. 

row coordinate. A symbol normally at the side of a matrix, or cryptographic 

ln the matrix or table. 

R/P. Radioprinter, q.v. 

R/T. Radiotelephony, 

~~ n. See listing • 

ciphers, a non-periodic key arbitrarily 

om a book or any continuous text. 

q.v. 

S. Strength (of radio signals). See signal strength. 

sampling coverage. The assignment of intercept operators to take periodic 

samples of transmissions on a certain frequency. 

scanner, n. A reader who examines foreign language texts to assess their 

intelligence content. 

schedule, n. A time during which a link, group, or net is known to work. 
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scramble, v .·1:;. 1. In telephony, to make telephony unintelligible to casual · 

interception. 2. In cryptography, to mix in random or other fashion. 

search, v. t. To sample tre.nsmies ions on various frequency bands in an 

effort to find ntations or other communications activities which are 

not already under re~1lar coverage assignment. 

search coverage. The assignment of intercept operators to listen continually 

·on a given band of frequencies in order to discover nev target frequencies 

in use. 

secondary alphabet. An enciphering or ering alphabet resulting from 

the juxtaposition of t~o primary t. , at least one of which is 

mixed. A secondary alphabet, fferent in appearance from the 

secondary fre~ency. gned for use on a pa.rt::J.cular radio 

n pertain~~ to defense information or 

ed disclosure of which could result in serious 

secre·t; ink. Any of several chemicals used for writing or printing which 

have the property of being initially invisible to the naked eye or 

of becoming so after a short time. Also called invisible ink or 

sympathetic ink. 

secret language. Text ,.,hich conveys no intelligible meaning, in any language 

or which conveys an intelligible meaning that is not th~ real1 hidden 

meaning. 
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secret writing. 1. V:l.sible writing in secret language. 2. Invisible 

writing. 

sectional, adj. Pertaining to a code so constructed that a particular 

class of code groups represents a particular class of plaintext units; 

(e.g., all code groups beginning with a given symbol represent numbers, 

spelling groups, etc.). 

self-evident code. A code whose meanings are self-evident owing to a 

visible connection between code groups and their meanings, (e.g., 

AJN means 

separator, n. 1. A word separator, 

moving rotors in a wired-rotor 

seguence, n. An ordered e.rrang ols (1etters, digits, etc.) 

having continuity. e members of a component of a cipher 

for the p .ting the cppies prepared and of controlling 

It is not to be used for accounting purposes and 

therefore is not to be confused with a register number. Often called 

a "copy number". 2. The number of a message in a series. 

seriation, n. A process of inscribing plain or cipher elements in t~o rows 
/ 

and subjecting the vertical pairs to further cryptographic treatment. 

service message. A message between communi"cations personnel pertaining to 

any phase of traffic handling, communication facilities or circuit 

conditions. 
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setting_, n. The arraneement_A.nd a.lienmf'rrf, nr 1~ht:t VRJ'iable elements of a. 

cryptographic device '.>r machine at rmy mom,mt, dur:tng its operation. 

set-up_, n. Arrangement; or character of tltOAP. po._y·-ta of a cipher machine, 

( e .g., vhee 1 pt'l.tterna, wiring systems) which normally remain unaltered 

for compe.ra.t:J.vely long perlodn of time or for the encipherment of large 

numbers of messages. 

~.· Stw~r-hieh freguency, q.v. 

shift, n. 1. Difference in position of t~xt jn messages, offset as regards 

the key. 2. Slide • of. a teleprinter, the mechanical 

the figures position, or vice ,.eo ' ' ' 

shoran, n. radio na~igation system. 

It is 

short title. A short, 

assigned to purposes 

sigmage, n. tomathematics, a measure of the standard 

deviation from normal, expressed in ter:ms of sigma (CS') • 

signal center. See communication center. 

signal connm.mication. The means of convey:l.ng information of any kind 

from one person or place to another except by direct unassisted conver-

sation or correspondence. 

signal intelligence. A term formerly applied to conmrunication intelligence, 

with which it is synonymous. 

Signal Intelligence Service. Formerly, an orgatJization o:r the Army Signal 

Corps which was charged with the f\mctions now performed by the 

Army Security Agency. 
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signal operation instructions. A series of -orders issued periodically 

for technical control and coordination of the signal communication 

activities of a cormnand. The SOI include related subjects such as 

instruct1.ons for the use of codes, ciphers-, and authentication systems; 

and Rn index of the special signal communication instructions issued 

by an organization in the field. Abbreviated SOI. 

signal security. Communication security, q.v. 

signal strene;th. The relative audi,bil:J.ty of a station's transmission, 

expressed on a numerical scale fro st to greatest audibility. 

significant, adj. 2. Exhibiting some 

feature 

sign off. A signal denoting the 

attributed t.o chance-•. 

a transmission. 

substitution. simple substitution. 

simple transposition. 

simplex circuit. 

simplex linlt. 

two statio 

definition·, 

communication between the 

in only one direction at a time. Within this 

least t'·ro distinct uses of the phrase: ( 1) 

To describe that system of frequency allocation, on a link of any 

transmission type, in which only one frequency is assigned for communi

cation in either direction; and (2) to describe a link using single

channel ·teleprinter equipment. 

13implex operation. A type of operation used on a sim;plex link, q.v. 

single position. A receiving terminal manned by one operator. 

single-station call. A station call-up wherein one call only (either the 

sending station's call or the receiving station's call) is used by 

the calling station. 
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single transJ22sition. A tra.nepo!jition in which only one inscription and 

one transcript:J.on are effected. 

S .I .T. Special iden~:.iF.~ce:~:lon ~.hn.i~~~ q.v. 

sked. Schedule, q .v • 

skip zone. The space o:r.' reg1.on within the ra.nge or transmission wherein 

radio signals from a transn1itter are not received. It lies between 

the farthest point re~tcheti. by the ground wave and the nearest point 

at which sky wa:ves co1r.e bade to earth. Also known as ~d space • 

!!5!.~. The po:r.-tion of a tra.m::nn. tted radio wa.ve which is radiated outward 

into 

slide, n. 

the 

two 

slide code. 

groups 

o:tspla.cem.ent between 

2. The interval between 

or a. distribu·t;ion a.gains·t another 

aried from time to time by sliding the code 

slide run. An IBM listing of the results of sliding one text against 

another. 

sliding, n. The process of testing possible placements of cipher on key 

by deciphering at all possible juxtapositions. 

slidine components. Components which are slin against one another in the 

process of enciphering or decipherine. 

ea 
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elidtng strip. A strip of cardboard or similar material which bears a 

sequence and which c.an be slid against other such strips to various 

juxtaposit:t.ons. 

smoothness, n. That characterist:J.c of a frequency distribution where there 

is displayed in the distribution no pronounced variation in relative 

frequencies of the elements considered. Cf. roughness. 

SOI. Signal operation instructions 1 q .v. 

solution, n. or result of 

solving 

.\ . .... ... ~.~ ~: ":: ... ~'", 

cations by cryptanalytic or to recover by analysis the·. keys 

SOP. 

spacing impulse. One impulses used in teleprinter 

impulse during which no current flows 

eceiving magnet. The other type of impulse 

complete cover of a case number for a-limited 

period of time • 

special identification techniques. A collective term including Morse operator 

analysis, radio fingerprinting, and direction finding. Abbreviated 

S.I.T. 

special purpose system. Specific cryptographic aids intended only for 

certain types of messages • They include General and Auxiliary Signal 

Books and Signal Vocabulary, Authenticator Systems, Aircraft Codes,. 

Fighter Director Vocabulary, etc. 
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special solution. A solution which depends on circumstances which are not 

peculiarly caused by the inherent principles of the particular crypto-

.~ystem. For example, solution of a periodic system by exploiting a· 

pair of isologs which have been produced by identical sliding compo-

nents but.which involve two different repeating keys; solution of a 

double transposition system by simultaneously anagramming the corres-

pending elements of several cryptograms which are of identical length 

and which all involve use of the same specific key; etc. 

specific key. An element which is used with a specific cryptosystem to 

determine the encipherment of a mess d which includes both the 

of a lette~, number, word, phras a special document, book, 

or table, etc., usually of a and easily ·changeable at 

them or for their 

a letter or 

ed for spelling words not included in the 

spelling table. Sylle.bary, q .v. 

split calls. Two or more call signs which are used indi"'l'idually, in a 

specific prearranged manner to identify a particular radio station or 

link. For example, a particular cal~ sign may be associated ~ith a 

particular frequency, where several frequencies for a station are 

involved. 

spotter, n. A reader who sorts traffic by means of key terms • 

square, n. See matrix. 
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:s~ table. A ocipher square ·{e.g., A Vigen"ere table). 

~· Standing s:i.gnal instructions, q.v. 

stagger, n. A pair of offset duplicates; staggered depth. ---v.t. To 

encipher the same plai.n text in a second message in depth with the 

first but in a position differing by one or mor~ characters. 

staggered depth. Depth in which identical pla,in texts are superimpos_ed 

with reference to the keying elements but are offset (retarded or 

distribution. 

techniques 

sequence of letters 

component~'-is ~he ·.1 \ ·: , •• ; 

r d in direction or shifted from 

the plain component. 

loss of e~~iciency. Abbreviated as SOP. 

standing signal instructions • Signal instructions containing items of 

operational data not subject to change 1 and instructions for the use 

of the SOI. 

~' n. The system of radio frequency usage wherein a group of stations 

operate on a common frequency and direct all their traffic through 

the net control station. 
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starting point. A point in a key where enciphering or. deciphering begins • 

star with lateral. The system of radio frequency usage wherein a number 

of stations operate on the same frequency with s~ degree of lateral 

communication. cr. star. 

station authentication. A security measure designed to establish the 

authenticity of a transmitting or receiving station. 

station indicator. See base number. 

station serial number. A message reference number assigned by the trans-

mitting operator to 

to another station. 

stator, n. An endplate, 

stencil, n. See grille. 

stereotype, n. A word, number 1 

result of language habits, 

such because 

text_,• 

strip, n. .;;.S.;;;l;;;;.idi~ng=-.;..;;.~.,,,. 

enciphered code. 

haracteristics of the underlying plain 

---v. t. To remove key 1 especially from 

strip-cipher device. A cipher device employing sliding alphabet strips. 

stripper, n. One who recovers keys • 

substitution alphabet. See cipher alphabet. 

substitution cipher. 1. A cipher system in which the elements of the plain 

text are replaced by other elements • 2. A cryptogram produced by 

enciphering a plaintext message with a substitution system. 

r 
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sm;s.t'ftution system. A' system in which the elements of' the plain or code 

text are replaced by other elements. 

subtractive method. See m.i.nuend method. 

s~btractor, n. A number or series of numbers from which numerical code, 

cipher, or plain text is subtracted in the process of encipherment. 

suffix call sign. 1. A call sign normally associated with a unit move, 

in which the advanced headquarters is identified by the normal call 

for the unit (e.g., XYZ) with a suffix "!" (e.g., XlZ,!). Since the 

sign designate a single location. 

sum check. 

other digits in the group. 2. To 

ected digit (normally the final digit) in a 

noncarrying sum of the other digits 

in the 

summing group. A code or cipher group in which the sum of the digits is 

a preselected constant. 

swmning-trinome system. A substitution system in which each plaintext 

letter is assigned a unique numerical value of 0 to 27. This value 

is then expressed as a trinome, the digits of which sum to the desig-

nated value of' the letter. 

supercession date. The date on which cryptographic procedures, keys, 

codes, etc., are changed. 
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superencipher, v.t. To subject a cipher text to a fUrther process of encipher-

ment • 

. superencipherment, n. A form of superencryption in which the final step 

involves encipherment. ---v.t. Superencipher. 

superencrypt, v. t. To subject an encrypted text to a fUrther process of 

encryption. 

superencryption, n. A further encryption of the text of a cryptogram for 

increased security. Enciphered code is a frequently encountered 

elements enciphered 

by the same keying same column. 

superi!Wosition, n. 

supplement, n. A separate publicat n related to a basic publication, and 

prepared for purposes 

racts from the basic publication. 

supplementary code. ed in conjunction with another code, conitaining 

anings 1 or special categories of meanings 

(e.g., geographical terms) the use of which is normally indiCated by 

a special code group. Also called auxiliary code. 

switch group. A group used within a message to indicate that the following 

textual elements are encrypted with a different key or code book. 

syllabary, n. In a code book, a list of individual letters, combinations 

of letters, or syllables, accompanied by their equivalent code groups 1 

usually provided for spelling out words or proper names not present 

in the vocabulary of a code; a spelling table. 
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syllabary square, A cipher matrix containing individual letters, digits,· 

syllables, frequent digraphs, trigraphs, etc • , which are encrypted by 

the row and column coordinates of the matrix. 

syllabic, adJ • Of, pertaining to, or denoting syllables • 

symbolic form. The conventions of arrangement used by international agree• 

ment for transmitting weather information in order to conserve time 

and expense. ..... 

SllJIPathetic ink. See invisible ink. 

synoptic, n. 

data obtained from a single 

synoptic hour. 

are made at all meteor 

Europe). 

S}'llOptic period. 

next. 

giving complete meteorological 

at a single station. 

meteorological observations 

ions in a particular area (e.g. 

synoptic hour and the 

e iphered code system, a probable· .or possible 

ciphered with this key group • 

system, n. See cr;yptosystem. 

systematically-mixed cipher alphabet. A cipher alphabet in which the component 

that is mixed has been disarranged by systematic procedure. Cf. random-

mixed cipher alphabet. 

system indicator. See discriminant •. 

T/A. Traffic analysis, q.v. 

tactical call sign. A call sign which represents and identifies a. tactical 

command or commu~ica.tions facility • 
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1;ail, v..i.. Of'. two messages, to exhibit tailing. 

tailing, n. The practice of beginning the t;~ncipherment of one ~ssage 

with the element of key immediately following the element of key used 

·to encipher the last textual group of' the preceding message. 

tandem, adj. Pertaining to a kind of cipher-machine operation in which the 

plain text is enciphered and ~he resultant cipher text simultaneously 

deciphered on another machine as a check on the encipherment. 

tandem operation. In cryptography, electrically or mechanically coupling 

target. Radio intercept. 

a link, group, 
. 

area, station, group of stations, 

are directed. Cf'. mission. 

cept operator to cover the transmission of' 

TDS. Time division scrambling, q.v. 

telecommunications. Any transmission, emission, or reception of' signs, 

signals, writing, images and sounds or intelligence of any nature 

by wire, radio, visual, or other electromagnetic system. 

telecon. A teleconference, q.v. 

teleconference 1 n. A conference between persons remote from one another 

but linked by a telecommunications system. Abbreviated as telecon. 
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telemetering, n. Automatic electrj_cal co:mm:unication, intended to indicate 

or record a measurable, variable quantity at a distance. 

teleprinter, n. An electrically-operated instrwnent resembling a typewriter, 

used for the transmission and reception-printing of messages by 

electrical means. Also called teletypewriter. 

teletypewriter, n. A teleprinter, q .v. 

teletypewriter exchange service. Commercial service permitting teleprinter 

communication on the same basis as telephone service, operating tbvryugh 

central switchboards, to stations within the same city or in other 

cities. This service is 

test element. One of the 

is derived. 

tetragraph, n. A 

tetranome, n. A 

as is telephone 

~~ n. containing th.e basic information which the 

originator be communicated. 

text key. Key used to encipher the text of a mes~ge. 

textual element. An individual letter, a unit of encryption, or a complete 

word from the actual text of a message • 

tfc. Traffic, q.v • 
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thripple, v.t. In meteorological ciphers, to substitute two three-figure 

groupe for a five-figure group so that the sum (rm.ncarrying) of the 

third figure of the first group and the first figure of the second 

group is the middle figure of the original five-figure group, the other 

four figures beine unaltered. 

time division scra.m'bling. Transposition achieved 'by delaying elements of 

intelligence 'by varying amounts in accordance with a key. The term 

is normally applied to ciphony and cifax systems. 

time of intercept. The time Et which 

operator. Abbreviated as TOI. 

time 

time "zone. One of the 

each 15 degrees wide, havi 

from the 

TOI. Time of 

TOO. 

·Abbreviated as 

of the earth •a surface, 

divisions. 

TOP SECRm. A se ification pertaining to_ information or material, 

o whi;h is.paramount, and the unauthorized disclosure 

of which could result in exceptionally grav.e damage to the nation. 

traffic 1 n. All transmitted communications. Abbreviated as tf'c. 

traffic analysis. That branch of cryptology which, through a study of' 

signal transmissions by all means short of cryptanalysis of' message 

texts, assembles information concerning communication networks. 
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traffic-flow analysis. A statieticeJ. appraisal of the variations in the 

nature, volume, and direction of traffic from which certain inferences 

a:s to the causes thereof may be drawn. 

traffic intercept. A copy of a communication obtained through interception. 

trail, v .1. To exhibit tr~.1l:t.ng. 

trailer card. An IBM card used as a supplementary card when the desired 

information requires more than eighty columns. 

Cf. tailing. 

transcriber, n. A listener 

into the written form 

transcription, n. 

the text from 

t foreign language voice tP.ansmissions 

sit:f.on system, the process of removing 

grid by a method or route different from that 

2. A written copy of a previously recorded 

also the process of preparing such copy from tapes 

translator, n. A reader who translates written materials from a foreign 

language into English. 

transmission security~ That component of communication· security which results 

from all-measures designed to protect transmissions from interception 

and traffic analysis. 

transmitter call. The call sign of the radio station actually transmitting 

a message by radio. 
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transparency, direct. That characteristic of cipher text which indicates 

that certain plaintext elements may have been se~f-enciphered. 

transparency, inverse. That characteristic of cipher text which indicates 

that certain cipher digraphs may be merely reversals of the corresponding 

plaintext digraphs. 

transposition cipher. 1. A transposition system. 2. A cryptogram produced 

by enciphering a message with a transposition system. 

transposition error. An error arising from the exchange of position of 

transposition-mixed cipher alphabet. 

sentences, or code gz: 

trigra.ph,_ n. A set· of three letters. 

of letters, syllables, words, phrases, 

components undergo some change in 

is on duty. Also known 

trigraphic 1 adj • Of or pertaining to any three-character group. 

trigraphic frequency distribution. A frequency distribution of successive 

trigraphs. A trigraphic frequency distribution of ~DEF would consider 

only the trigra.phs ~ and~· Cf. triliteral frequency distribution. 

~raphic substitution system. A substitution system in which the plaintext 

units are composed of three elements. 
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trili teral, A.dj • Of, or perto.io:J.ne; only to cryptosystems, c:J.pher alphabets, 
\ 

and frequency difltributions which involve c:J.pher units of three letters 

or characters. Sec the more inclusive tern1 trigraphic; see also 

triliteral frequency distribution. 
. 

triliteral freguency distribution. A distribution of the characters in 

the text of a. message in sets of three, wnich will show: (a) each 

character wlth its two preceding characters or (b) each character 

with its two succeeding cba,ra.cters, or in its most usual form, (c) 

A 

trinome, n. A set of three 

trinome-digraphic system. n system in which plaintext digraphs 

are represented by -

tripartite alphabet. alphabet in which the cipher units may 

arate parts whose functions are clearly 

and column indicators of a dictionary system. 

triplet, n. 

trough, n. In 1ts cryptoloeic application, a point of low relative f.re-

quency in a frequency distribution. 

~~ adj. 1. As applied to figures or letters of key, code group,, etc., 

requiring no further correction to make them the same as those actually 

used by the encipherers. ---Ant. provisional. 2. As applied to 

machine-cipher depths, those t.hF.l.t are completely in depth, i.e., a.s 

distinct from those in which there is some variation in rotors. 
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true .. periodic repetition. A repetition in the cipher. text arising from 

a repetition of the keying cycle itself and caused by two identical 
I 

sections of plain text being enciphered by the same sequences ~f key. 

true pollgraphic system. Any polygraphic substitution system in which the 

individual elements of the polygraphs display no evidence of ~no-

'!"!. -

alphabeticity, nor evidenc·e of relationships within any group !>f 

.polygraphs; that :t<s, in a true polygraphic system, changing one· 

that all outstations 

frequency. 

two-element differential. incorporated in certain codes 

elements, eith 

differential; when the elements are digits, it is called a two-digit 

differential. 

two-figure differential. A two-element differential in which the elements 

are digits. 

two-letter differenti~l. A two-element differential in which the elements 

are letters. 
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two-pnxt code. A randonrl7.ed code, consistine of an encoding section in 

which the plain-text groups o.re a.rre.nged in an alphabetical or other 

significant order fl.ccompa.nied by their cod.e groups arranged in a non-

alphabetical or random order; and a decoding section, in which the code 

groups are arranged in alphabetical or numerical order and are 

accompanied by their meanings as given in the encoding section. 

two-square matrix system. A digraphic substitution system which normally 

employs a matrix consisting of two 5 x 5 squares arranged either 

horizontally or vertically. 

icate the fix is outside the 

UHF. 

ultra-high frequency. frequencies from 300 to 3000 · 

megacycles • 

undulator tape. 

cryptosystems, cipher alphabets 

or char.acters • See the more inclusive term monographic; see also 

unilUeral frequency distribution. 

uniliteral frequency distribution. A simple tabulation showing the fre

.quency of individual characters of a text. 

uniliteral (simple) substitution. A crj~toaraphic process in which the indi-

vidual letters of a message text are replaced by the single-letter 

·cipher equivalents. 

universal stereotype • A stereotype commonly used by many originators • Cf'. 

local stereotype. 
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unrelated cipher alphabets. Separate and distinct cipher a1phab~t~ 

having no relat~onship to one another in any way. 

validity grading. ·AnY method of indicating in a brief manner the degree 

of reliability of information derived from or used in various.COMINT 

activities • 

variable spacing. During encryption on cipher machines, the random use. 

'Qetween words of ·two or more of the following through~t the message: 

(a) no space; (b) normal space; (c) more than one space. 

variant, n. 1. One of two or more cipher or code symbols which ·have the 

2. One of several 

plaintext meanings lrhich me.y be repr' single code group. 

variant call signs • Two or more call 

so known as alternate calls. 

variant system. A substitution sys ich some or all pla~ntext letters 

cipher equivalent. 

variant value. 

vertical digraph. A p written one over the other. 

A digraphic substitution syste~ employing 

consists of two 5 x 5 squares arranged verticaily. 

very high :frequency;· ·-The -ranee -of radio frequencies from 30 to 300 megacycles. 

Abbreviated VHF. 

very low freguency. The range of radio frequencies below 30 kilocycles. 

AbbreViated VLR • 

VHF. Very high frequency, q.v. 
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Vigen~re square. The cipher square· c:ommonly Httributed in cryptogx:a.phio 

' literature to the French cryptographer Vigenere, having the normal 

sequence at the top (or bottom) and at the left (or right).,, with . 

cyclic permutations of the normal sequence· forming the successive 

rows (or colwnns) withi.n the square. 

'visible writing. Writing in which the clm.t'a.ct~rFJ are inscribed with 

ordinary writing materials and can bo ueen with ·the naked eye. C f. 

invisible writing. 

visual ana.lys is • A procedure 

IBM. cards • 

Vtr. 

voice call sign. 

voice translator. A listener w 

voice transmissions 

war indicative. '(Met.) 

recorded foreign language 

ituted for a. base number during war time 

watch·. The usua.l which an opet'ator is on duty. Also knowp. as 

trick. 

wave propagation. The radiation, as from an antenna, of' radio frequency 

energy into space. 

weather code. A code used for the transmission of' weather data. 

weather collective. A general broadcast to all meteorological centers in a 

large area_ of' all the synoptic weather observations made in~that area 

at a particular (synoptic) bOtlr. 
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weather synoptic • A proforma message giving complete. met,e_orologic~l data ·. · _. 

obtained from a single observation at a single station. 

Wheatstone ciRher devi~e. A cipher device consisting essentially of two 

rings mounted concentrically in a single plane, the outer (and larger) 

ring being the plain component of the device and comprising 27 equi- · · 

· sized divisions, the inner (and slJIS.ller) ring being the cipher com;ponenii_, · 

comprising 26 sma.J,.ler divisions. The device incorporates two. hands 

(similar to those on a clock) pivoted at the center of the device--

Wheatstone tape~ Paper tape on which -.. ..... ~ignals (dots and dashes) are 

recorded in the form of t used for automatic trans • 

'Wheel, n. Rotor, q.v. 

be written or aperture in the cover of a cipher machine 

series of letters or ~era on the peripheries 

of the rotors of a cipher machine can be read, serving as a reference 

point for setttng the rotors. 

word pattern. The c;haracteristic arr.angement of repeated letters in a word 

which tends to make it readily identifiable when enciphered mono

alphabetically. 

word separator. A un1 t of one or more c~acteJrs employed, in certain · crypto- . 

systems to ind,icate the space between words • It may be enciphered or 

unenciphered. ~lso called a word spacer. 

' 
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word transposition. A cryptosystem in which whole words are transposed 

according to a certain prearranged route or pattern. 

writer, n. The person who actually prepares and signs the message blank. 

The writer may be the originator or his offically designated repre-

s·entative. 
. 

W/T. Wireless telegraphy; radiotel~graphy, q.v. 

X test. See chi test. 

!· United States Military precedence prosign for EMERGENCY. Usually trans-

of emergency which affe~t the c 

action. 

ographic elements of a cipher machine to a 

zoning, n. In enciphered code systems, the practice of limiting commands 

to the use of certain specified blocks of pages in an additive book. 

Z time. The time according to the 24-hour clock within the time zone 

centered on the zero meridian of longitude. Formerly referred to as 

GCT (Greenwich Civil Time) and now known as GMr (Greenwich Mean Time.) 
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